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ABSTRÀCT

This study l-ooks aÈ life in a northern Native
community through the stories and thoughts of the people
who live there. They share their history, their culture
and their everyday life.
Through this process the
meaning of leisure emerges.
The related literature review involves current
conceptualizations of leisure and Native history and
culture. A qualitative research approach was used and
data collection was complet,ed with the use of indepth
interviews, field notes and a researcherrs journal.
Data analysis involved the coding of material with
descriptors and organizing these into themes. These
themes make up the resulting conceptualization of
leisure.
The study can be put to practical use in that those
of us from other cultures can read and learn about life
in the north and about Native people. The informat,ion
gathered can also be used to plan leisure and recreation
programs within this comnunity and other sinilar
communities.
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fntroduction
rrCome to our places, see who we
us. . . rr (Sinc1air, L992a)

reaIly are, walk with

ftrs the time of the seventh generation since the
signing of the treaties between the forefathers of the
aboriginar people and the British government. rt v¡as
prophesied that this would be a time of great changie,
that this generation of Native people would st,and up and
command respect (Sinclair, L992b¡ Highway, Lgggr. york,
1989). The actions of this prophecy have begun to
happen. rnherent self-government, and serf-determination
are conmon phrases of the day. Native people are
demanding the respect they deserve and are asking to be
treated as they should be, equal partners in this
country.

Native people have many teachings, one of which is
about the races of people. fn the east are the red
people whose gift, is vision; in the south are the yeJ_low
people whose gift is tine; in the west are the blacks
who have been given the gift of reasoning and in the
north are the whites, their gift is that of movement.
It is tirne for the rest of us to listen to the red
people. They are like the eag1e. They can see far and
wide and wÍÈh their philosophy on life,

they have the
answers to sone of the problems plaguing the earth today
(Sinclair, L992).
Native people have endured incredible hardships
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Native people have endured incredible hardships
placed upon them by the dominant society but they have

survived (York, 1989). Euro-Canadians have tried
annihilation, segregation, assimilation and integration
in dealing with the Natives. À11 of these strategies
have cont,ributed to the problems that are present on the
reserves and in Native conmunities today.
Now is a time of healing. Native people believe
that healing moves on a continuum from the inside out,
from self and outwards to the earth. First, one nust
heal themselves, then their farníty, their community, the
nation and then mother earth (Sinclair, tgg?b). Many
Native people have healed themselves and are moving
along the continuum to help others to heal.
Native people are joining together, speaking for
themselves and searching for what they once had in this
land before the coming of the Europeans. They are
looking for Índependence and are atternpting to find and
renew meaning and purpose in their lives (york, 1999).
They are looking to their history to identify with their
roots and to regain their dignity and respect.
Before the coming of the Europeans, Native people
of Manitoba lead very active and spiritual lives. The
essent,ial focus of tife was on survivat; fitness of the
spirit, mind and body. As a hunter-gatherer society,
there nas more time for leisure pursuits and often these
tasks nere ones that better prepared the people for the
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challenges of their everyday lífe; but this was not
always the case. There were times of merriment,

singing, dancing, story-telling (McÀrthur, 1987) .
Summer festivals brought bands together; winter h¡as a
tine for games and st,ories. What we call recreation
today, nas a large part of the lives of Native
Ìlanitobans.

At present there is a much different way of tife on
the reserves of Northern Manitoba. Unemplolmrent. is
high, drug and alcohol abuse is excessive, housíng
conditions are poor (Winther, 1989). I{ith the influx of
modern ameníties and the destruction of the environment,
life in these communities has continued to change.
Television has contribut,ed to the change in cultural
values and to an increase in crime (Sarkadi, LggZ). The
young people see less of a need to learn survival and
traditional skills but yet there is 1ittle to replace
these activities.
rn many of these communities there Ís
a lack of recreation facilities.
Native leaders are looking to find solutions for
the problems within their reserves and one area that is
of interest to them, is leisure and recreation.
Recreation is seen as a way out from the monotonous and
often destructive life of non-work; it is seen as fran
instrument of socía1 changer!(Winther, tggg t p,g. 20) .
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The new federal school at Shamattawa was
beginning to improve the quality of life

in the community. For the first tine, the
children had a glnnnasium and a skating rink
-- an alt,ernative to gas sniffing and crÍme
(York, L989 t pg. 269) .
The Manitoba çtovernment and New Careers responded

to a request from the community leaders for recreation
directors. IndividuaLs were hired from within each
community and they began a training program in 1990.

The program was designed so that the recreation

directors could work in the community and attend
training workshops at various tines throughout the year
(Henry, 1990) .
Not all cornmunities are turning to modern forms of

recreation.

In the summer of 1989, the people of Red
Sucker Lake began holding festivals each sunmer at their
traditional meeting grounds to celebrate traditional
activities.
There were speakers who spoke eloquently about
subjects such as animal respect, legends, local

history, wilderness survival, native identíty,
and the roles of v¡omen and men in the native
fanily. There were demonstrations of traditional
çtames, pow-wow dancing, and traditional medicines.
...Throughout all this activity, families
visited one another and traditional food was
cooked over the open fire (Hart, i-99}t pg. 6).
Recreation is a means to continue the healing.
Motivation for the study
rrftrs an excit,ing time to be a1ive, seven lifetines
after the first meeting. I look forward to every minute
of it. rr (Highway, 1989)
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Natíve leaders are taking their rightful place
beside the English and the French leaders of our

country. There is a spiritual and cultural revival
happening in many Native conmunities. There are
solutions to some of the probtems facing our planet and
the people on it, in Native culture, spirituality and
philosophy. ft is time for us to l-isten.
l{e should be as two canoes floating down the river,
side by síde, sharing the bounties of the river.
The paddlers in one canoe should not be trying to
overturn the other. We should travel together,
side by side, trusting each other. (Sinclair,
Lee2b)

In order to trust one another, it is important for
us to learn about each other. The Native people have
been forced to learn about us, now it is time for us to
learn about them. By spending tine in a northern
settlement, I hoped to meet and become acquainted with
some of the aboriginal peopte of our land; to see the
world through their eyes and t,o try to understand more
about their history. I had always romanticized the life
of the hÍstoric Native and it was time that I learned
about Native people and their life today.
In searching for a research question, I became
interested in the healing process that many communities
are going through and the roLe that recreation can play
in that process. The traditional lifestyle of the
people was characterized by the intersroven nature of all
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aspects of their life;

work, recreation, spirituality
(Dewdney, L975). fn the revival of their culture,
recreation could play an important role.
The Native Education Branch(1988) stresses the need

for Native people to learn more about themselves.
After more than a century of cultural, economic and
political repression, there is a great sense of
loss, of need to reassess where we are and where we
are going, and diverse opinion on what the needs
and aspirations of Aboriginal people are and what
they should be (p. 7).
AII of the above ideas led me to the research
question and methodology that I pursued. How do the
people of South Indian Lake see their everyday lives;
how do they define what academics call leisure? What
are the elements that make an experience a Leisure
experience?
The methodology was qualitative using ethnographic

techniques. I conducted in-depth interviews with
community members and spent tine observing and
participating in northern conmunity life. The finished
product is written with much of the information
presented in its original form, the thoughts and words
of the people themselves. Thís thesis may teach those
from other cultures and societies about life in the
north and about aboriginal- people as seen through their
eyes. ft may also provided an opportunity for the
people of South Indian Lake to learn more about
themselves. ft can perhaps be used as a resource for
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northern conmunities in pranning recreation programs
activities -- programs that will help in the healing
process.

and
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CHAPTER 2

Related Literature

In order to gain background knowledge for this
study, I have examineà current conceptualizations of
leisure, the history and culture of Native Canadians and
current issues as they relate to Native people, leisure
and recreation.
Conceptualizations of Leisure
The research question deals with the concept of

leisure and the meaning of this concept. Àlthough the
purpose of the study is to find out what meaning the
people of South Indian Lake give to rrleisurer, it is
important to have an idea of the current
conceptualizations of leisure and how they relate to
recreation. As Àrno1d(1980) pointed out, there is much
ambiguity ín definitons of the terms 1eisure and
recreation and Goodale(1980) stated that, rfreguently
leisure is used when recreation would serve betteri as
in the phrase leisure servicestt(pg. 39).
t{hat then, is the difference between recreation and
leisure? Farina(1980) explains that recreation is
activity that one participates is voluntarily for the
reasons of revitalization.
Cheek and Burch(1976) define
recreation as a way by which one experiences leisure.
Godbey(198i-) also refers to recreation as activity.
rrRecreation has traditionalJ.y been defined as activity
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done in opposition to work which refreshes and restores

the individual', (pg. 11) . Àlthough there are many
diverse and comprex definitions of recreation that have
not been referred t,o here, from reading a varíety of
these one reaches the conclusion that recreation is
activity. Recreation is leisure activityi one of the
means of expressing oneself in leisure.
In contrast to this, leisure is most often
described as being a state of nind and the feelings
associated with that state.
The experience conception suggests that it does
not make any difference what a person does or when
one does it, what is irnportant is how the
individual feels about an experience. Experience
reflects a subjective, qualitative view of leisure
(Henderson, 1990t pg. Z3t).
Iso-Ahola has conducted research in the area of

leisure conceptualization. His studies 1ooked at
Itdetermining the relative contributions of underlying
factors to a personrs definition of leisurert(Iso-Àhola,
L979aì pg. 29). fn one study, Iso-Àho1a(1929b) found
that leisure is considered at, its best when there is
freedorn of choice in participation, when the activity is
intrinsically notivating rather than extrinsically and
when the activity is seen as a final goal rather than
one in a sequence of act,ivities. The strongest factor
was freedom, in that if a situation was seen as being
low in freedom, notivation and goal did not have a
significant effect on leisure perception.
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fn a second study done by Iso-Àhola(L979a), he
excludes the factor of goal and includes work-relation.
Àn individual witl find greater leisure in a situation
that is independent of work. Iso-Àholars results again
supported the idea that the freedom to participate is
the most dominant factor in determining oners
conceptualization of leisure and that intrinsic
motivation is also iurportant. fn terns of workrelation, Iso-Ahola found this to be an important factor
although the results were different for females and
males. Fenales found a situation to be of greater
leisure when it was low in work-relation regardless of
level of freedom, whereas the opposite was true for
males.

the meaning of
leisure using a time-diary and in-depth interviews. Her
objective t¡as to discover the dimensions of individual
definitions of leisure. She found that leisure cannot
be defined by activíty as individuals classify the same
activities ín different ways. To some people certain
activities are work whereas to others this same activity
is leisure (for example gardening is leisure to some and
work to others). The same can be true of one activity
for one person; that is at one time it is work, at
another it is leisure. She found four dimensions which
l¡ere strongly associated with leisure -- freedom of
Shaw(1985) conducted research on
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choice, intrÍnsic motivation, enjoyment, and relaxation.
Mannell- and Bradley(1986) have attempted to develop
an interactionist model for the conceptualization of
leisure that is somewhat different from the work of rsoAhola (L979) and shaw(1995) . Mannerr and Bradley berieve
that personality factors, freedom of choice and the
structure of the setting will have an effect on how
people perceive leisure. people who feel they
themselves control their actions and therefore the
consequences of these actions are considered ilinternalsrl
whereas those that feer theír actions are controlred by
outside factors are called |texternalsÍ. Mannell and
Bradley found that, when a setting was highry structured
(that is clearly stated objectives, ex¡rectations and
procedures) personality would have no effect on
perceptions and both groups would fínd greater leisure
when given greater freedom of choice. But, when the
setting structure was low, internals found greater
Ieisure with greater freedom of choice, whereas
externals were not affected by greater choice and did
not find greater leisure with greater freedom of choice.
Bregha(1985) also discussed the idea of leisure and
freedom. Àccordíng to Bregha(L995), Ieisure is not
possible without true freedom, a state that is hard to
achieve in our society today. He believes that freedom
is the ability to do what one wants when one want,s to
and that leisure is an outcome of this abil_ity. But
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this is not as easy to achieve as it sounds. Bregha
feels that there are three factors that must be present
in order to be able to truly do what one wants. The
first, of these being knowledge and wisdon, not only of
what is available but also frsornething deeper is
required: the knowledge of oneself as we1l as oners
nirieu; the knowledge of what is good and what is wrong;
the knowledge of various possibilities and of their
conseguencesrr (pg. 3Z') . Bregha feels that without, this
knowledge, indivíduals would be making blind choices.
The second factor Bregha refers to is that of rneans.
Not only must there be the physical facilities for
everyone but also frman must have the mastery over the
means that his concept of leisure demandsrr (pg. 37,) . The
third fact,or that Bregha feels must be present is
freedom from outside pressuresi freedom from fear or
punishment; freedom to enjoy leisure in peace. Bregha
realizes that an ability of this nature is indeed a near
irnpossibility especially in modern society where one is
rrmanipulatedrr constantly by outside forces as well as
from within. An important quality for freedon and
ult,inately leisure is inner strength to be independent
of these forces and in oners expression of leisure.
Bregha also stated that without a goal or sense of
direct,ion, one does not have 1eisure but rather
idleness. Breqha feels that modern humans are not
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skilled at setting worthwhile goals for the¡nserves as
they are confused between means and ends. True leisure
is not a means for achieving something else, such as
fitness or better health, but leisure is an end in
itself, the ability to be free. r!...reisure undoubtedly
is the most precious and arso most fragire expression of
our freedomrr(pg. 42) .
Kaplan(1975) summarizes five different traditions

of the leisure concept. From which tradition
researchers find their definition of reisure, depends on
assurnptions they make or from which rtstartíng pointrr
they begin. The first tradition, the humanist,ic, begins
l¡ith the idea that when man is free from the necessit,ies
of life, they should spend tine broadening his mind and
experience. Leisure is seen as |tcontemplation, a
celebration of life, the basis of curture, and the artsrt
(pg. 18). The second traditÍon, the therapeutic, assumes
that one shourd spend his or her free time exercising to
strengthen his nind and body. Leisure is seen as a
means to an end. The third tradition is the
guantitative model and perceives leisure to be the time
left over after aII necessities of life are completed.
The epistemoJ-ogical- conception of leisure is the fourth
tradition. rn this model one sees leisure as refrecting
on different views of the world. For example a
historian may look at a game as an ongoíng link with the
past,; a book reflects on political views of the world.

I4
The finaL tradition is that of the psycho-sociological

construct in which the definition of leisure is not, set
but flows in different directions. rrFrom this view,
nothing is def inable as leisure tper sê | , afid al¡nost
anything is definable as leisurer'(pg. 19) . KapJ_an (L975)
defines leisure in the following manner.
Leisure consists of rel-atively self-determined
activity-experience that falls into oners
economically free-tirne roles, that is seen as
leisure by participants, that is psychologically
pleasant in anticipation and recollection, that
potentially covers the whole range of commitment
and intensity, that contains characteristic norms
and constraints, and that provides opportunities
for recreation, personal growth,
and service to others (pg. 26).
This conceptualization seems all encompassing as it
amalgamates many of the different factors involved in
the modeLs of leisure stated above.
The first component of Kaplants(1975) definition,
self-determination or freedom of choice, is in agreement
with other leisure research. Kaplan uses the term
Itactívity-experience¡r to include not, only the activity
itself, but also the cognitive and emotional experiences
that occur because of participation in an activity.
rrEconomically free timerr refers to the idea that not alt
non-work tine is free time. Some is used for domestic
or biological functions and some is for leisure. The
next phrase, rrpleasant expectation and recollectionil,
enphasizes the idea that there should be enjolment in
the anticipation and upon cornpletion of the task.
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Kaplan has included the idea that leisure covers ilthe
whole range of commitment and intensityrr so as to

incrude more than just fun, relaxation, or amusement but
also rrrecreation, personal growth, and service to
others. rr The f inal phrase about rtcharacteristic norms
and restraintsrr refers to the idea that leisure is

curturarly defined. The studies described above have
been conducted in cities and communities ín southern
canada and the united states; societies very different
from South fndian Lake.
Leisure is a societally based phenomenon. There
is no such thing as one universal definition that
explains what leisure is in every society and every
situation (Barnrnel & Burrus-Banmel j Lggzì pig. 26r.
One of the problems with discovering how a society
defines leisure, is deternining a reference point from
which to begin the interviews.
The unemploynent rate in South Indian Lake is 95
percent, (York, 1989). Wíth so litt1e employrnent can one
use the concept of work as a comparison to leisure?
Kaplan (L975) refers to a sinilar situation with the
Anerican Blacks.
M?ry have never been enployed, and many have never
lived in a neighborhood or a home in wnich going to
and returning from a job by fathers and friends was
self-evident and built into the everyday reality of
the growing chiId. I{ork values have little or ño
place in such ghettoized, unemployed centers of
doing nothing. ff, in fact leisure has no meaning
except as contrast to work values then these young
Negroes have neither (pg. 49).
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one is unernployed with little

to do, is
freedorn a factor in oners perception of leisure? The
resurts of a study by Roadburg(1993) show that enjoyment
is an essential deterninant of leisure. Freedon is
important but not a sufficient det,erminant of leisure.
PJ-ay and leisure are both thought to come into
existence under conditions of ireedom where
behavior
is intrinsically motivated. Enjolment is both the
result and reinforcing agent for that experience
(Roadburg, 1983 ì pg" 24).
Other researchers have also pointed out the
inportance of pleasure and enjoyment. rrTo ignore
pleasure is a serious fraw. rt is absolutery essentiar
to leisure, recreation and play...il (Snith, 1980; pg.
When

50) .

rrI,eisure requires that we *actr in the sense that,

iÈ requires us to choose to do and choose to act in ways
that are personally pleasingrr (Godbey, 1991; pg. 10).
rrFirst and foremost participation ín 1eisure
implies enjoyment and funrr (Graham, McGilI, & Perrin,
1ee0î Pg. 25).
Às I needed a place to start, a reference point to
begin with, I felt that enjolment, would be a concept
that would cross curturar lines. r nade the assumption
that leisure is pleasurable in most societies. Cheek
and Burch(L976) agree.
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have noted that regardless of how leisure has
been conceptualized, there exists in many cul_tures

We

an understanding, by those experiencÍng leísure,
of what the word rrleisurer¡ means. If one asks
respondents to describe what 1eisure is and
observes behavior that is normatively described as
leisure, one finds that an essential characteristic
of leisure is rrpleasurer (pg. ZZ2).
Godbey(1981) also supports this idea. rCultural
prurarism emphasizes the rore of leisure as anything the
individual chooses to do for pleasure" (pg. LZ7).
When are these people most happy? l{here are they?
What are they doing? How do they feel? Who are they
with? What are they striving for? The answers to these
questions are the integral components of the
conceptualization of leisure to the people of South
Indían Lake.

History and CuÌture of Native Canadians
The o1d Lakota was wise. He knew that the human
heart away from nature becomes hardi he knew that
lack of respect for growing, Iiving things soon led
to lack of respect for humans too. So he kept his
youth close to the earthrs softening influence
(Chief Luther Standing Bear as quoted in Canadian
Outward Bound, L99Lî pg. 16).
John Bryde(1,97L), a native from South Dakota, rrrote
a book for the young peopJ_e of his race. Bryde is a
Lakota Indian but his writings relate to many of the
tribes of North Àmerica because of their shared value
systens. The objectives of his writings l¡ere to teach
young adults the history of their people and to show
then how they could retain their value system within
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modern North Àmerican

society. Bryde(1971-) outlines
five values that $¡ere and should stilr be important to
his people. The first of these values is bravery; doing
something diffícult without showing fear or running fron
it. Before the reservations, life for the natives was a
constant struggre for survivar. To face the chalrenges,
bravery was needed and y/as expected of the people.
children and adurts arike were respect,ed if they showed
no pain or fear when faced with a difficurt situation.
À second val_ue of great importance according to
Bryde (I97J-) was that of individual freedom. Bryde
sÈates that the reason for this rrsprang from the
necessity to stand on onets own two feet to surviver(pg.
26). It did not mean that people could do as they
pleased but rather that they had to have the freedom to
do the right thing for survival, to depend on
themselves. He also refers to the idea that no one was
rrforcedrt to do anything. Individuals, includíng
children, were .advised by others but in the end the
choice was theirs to make. Life was seen as precious
and people rearned to make choices that preserved this
precious conmodity.
Generosity and sharing yrere considered the third
important value by Bryde (L97r). Again a value borne out

of necessity for survival but also coming from the idea
that everything belonged to everyone. Chief Dan
George

(L974) also refers to this idea when he says
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rrOf all the teachings we receive this one is the most

important: nothing belongs to you of what there is, of
what you take, you must sharett (pg. 25) . A philosophy
of the people was that one shared with a1l that $¡ere in
need and in turn expected herp from others in their time
of need. The derogatory term rrlndian-giveril came from a
misinterpretation of this value. Native people gave
çtenerously to others and knew that in their time of need
they would be given to. They did not take back what
they had given avray as some have inferred from this
term.

A fourth important value stressed by Bryde (I97L)
was that of wisdom" The old people of the tribes were
greatly respected because of the wisdorn they had. Their

life experiences and what they learned from them, rrere
important lessons for the younger people.
The fifth value was that of adjustment to nature;
getting along with all things including fellow
humankind. This value, too, is based on survival. The
native people depended on each other and perhaps even
more so on the natural environment to provide them with
the necessities of life. The Native people felt that
a1l things were related and that they had a kinship with
all that had been created.
This we know: the earth does not belong to
hunankind. Humans belong to the Earth.
This we know: all things are connected like the
blood that unites one fanily. All things are
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connected. Humans did not r¡¡eave this web of 1ife.
are merely one strand in it. Whatever we do to
the Earth, we do to ourselves and every other
living thing on it. Thís we know (Chief Seattle,
1854; as quoted in Caduto & Bruchac, 1988 ì pg. 4).
Bruchac(1988) gives us an example of the differÍng
values between Native curture and the doninant culture.
The old man must have stopped our car two dozen
tines to cIírnb out and gather into his hands the
small toads blinded by our lights and leaping, live
drops of rain
The rain was fa11ing, a mist about his white hair
and I kept saying you canrt save them all,
accept it, get back in wetve got places to go.
But, leathery hands full of wet brown life,
knee deep in the sunmer roadside grass,
he just sniled and said 'they havà places to go t,o
toor (pg. vi).
In their article on programming for native people,
sando and scholer(t976) compare the tribal varues with
urban-industriar varues. Tabre 1 on page 2l- outlines
some of the differences"
The native people of North America lived a very
spiritual life. They fert a strong connection with the
earth and believed that all life was equal and had a
spirit.
They could find answers for many things from
within the spirit world. pratt (Ig7g) wrote of the
native beriefs towards nature and the spirits within
nature. rrAs long as respect for the spirits was
maintained, as long as the proper ceremonies srere
carried out in the proper ways, the spirits would
continue to provide all that was necessary for human
lifer'(pg. 25) .
We

2L

Triba1 or Traditional
Cultural Val-ues
present oriented

ti¡ne,

nonahrareness

Urban-Industrial
Cultural Values
future oriented

tine,

at¡areness

a9e

youth

co-operative, service
concern for the group

conpetition, concern and
acquisitions for self

harmony

with nature

conguest

of nature

giving

saving

pragmatic

theoretical

patience

inpatience

nystical

skeptical

shame

perurissiveness

guitt
social coercion

extended family and clan

immediate fanrily

nonmaterialistic

naterialistic

nonaggressive

aggressive

silence

noise

respects otherst religions convert others to religion
religion, a way of life
religion, a segment of life
Iand, water, forest,
Iand, etc. a privat" Ao*.il
belong t,o all

beneficial and reasonable
use of resources

avarice and greedy use of

equality
face-to-face government
Iow self-value
group or clan emphasis

wealth

resources

representative democracy
strong self-inportance
indivíduaI emphasis

Table 1. comparison of tribal and urban-industriarized

values (Sando and Scholer, L976).
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Three rituals that have been practised by

many

tribes in North Àmerica are the sweat baths, sundances
and vision quests (HiII, 1979; Eisen, tgTB; Clairborne,
1973; Bryde, L97L¡ Paget, 1909). The sweat baths were
used for purification, both spiritual and physical. The
medicine man often accompanied the individual into the

shelter that was nuch líke a modern day sauna. I{ithin
the sweathouse there was a rr...spiritual renewal where
the four elements of the earth, air, fire and water
contribute to the physical and spiritual purification of
manfr (Bryde , L97Iì pg. 82) .
The sundances t¡ere also a means of purÍfication and
renewal. Each sunmer, individuals would pledge
themselves to the sundance and refrain from war,
hunting, and sex for a period of tine before the dance.
A few days preceding the event, they would be
accompanied by a nedicine man for preparation which
included a sweat, prayers and fasting. The dance itself
took place in the niddle of the village s/here logs were
placed upright, in a circle with branches of trees
stretched between the logs as a canopy of shade for
spectators. Each dancer was attached by leather thongs
to his back or chest and then to a pole placed in the
center of the circle of logs. The dancers danced around
the poles until sundown, or in some cases for days until
exhaustion, and the event was followed by a cetebration
and a feast. The dance brought a renehral of strength t,o
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the peopre of the tribe and the dancers thernseLves.
Vision quests were most often carried out by young
men seeking to díscover more about themserves and the
world they lived in. The young person would spend four
or five days alone on a hirr with no food and rittle
water- Às the body weakened, one was able to connect
with the spirit l¡orl-d and dream of things that had
meaning to the individual and his life.
Now this boy, BuII Looks Around, is beginning his
vision Quest. He wishes to understand who he is
within the circre of the great Medicine wheel. Às
he seeks to discover who he is, he wi1l also
discover who his brothers are, and what his
position is within the Harmony of this world
(Storm, L972, pg. 120).
Àrr aspects of life $¡ere integrated for the native
people. Work, play, leisure, and religion srere
interconnected. Life was based on the need for fitness
in order to survive; fitness of the body, nind and
spirit.
The native people red very physically active
lives with many of their games and recreational
activities relating to survival. Near(19g9) stated that
many of the games and contests hrere not so much for
recreat,ion and entertainment but were in preparation for
life, both physicatry and spirituarly.
cheskars(1929)

report on Native youth and the choices they made for
recreation, pointed out that sports r¡ere chosen most
often. she felt one of the reasons for this was that
rrthe generar support and functions of ganes in North
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American rndian curture remains reratively sirnilar today
to those in earlier periods', (pg. 30) "
Eisen (L978) has

written a research report on the
physical pursuits and games of the Native North
Americans before the infruence of the Europeans. His
work is based on the earliest recorded data of
voyaçteurs, coloniaL officers and mÍssionaries. Eisen
not onry tells of the activities themselves but arso of
the attitudes associated with games and sports. He
refers to sportsmanship and fair play and arso to the
inportance of physical skirl and prowess. rndividuals
practised skills diligently beginning at a very young
age. Much of their way of tife depended on being fit
and proficient at survivar skilrs and therefore many of
their sports and activities vrere a means by which to
practise these skills.
One other aspect, of Native games that Eisen(1979)
and Sandor and Scholer e976) point,ed out was that of
spectating and ganbting. rn many of the competitions or
games between tribes or within one band, there were.
large stakes placed on the outcome and many peopre came
out to watch and cheer. Eisen exprained how gaurbring
had an important role in the economics of the tine.
rrThe exchange of goods did not depend on a monetary
system but rather on a systen of voruntary distribution
of wealthtt(pg. 85) .
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Current fssues
The tribes of Manitoba were introduced to the
Europeans as earry as the 1600rs and their lives began

to change. The native people became involved in the fur
trade and did nuch work for the Hudson Bay conpany and
the Northwest Conpany. The Native people were
instrumental in the survival of the Europeans who
ventured to this fornidable rand. For many years the
Natives shared their food and warm clothing with the
traders. Native nomen played a major role in the fur
trade. They became wives and confídants to the European
men; they srere guides, interpreters, and cultural
brokers(van Kirk, 1990). The cree peopre remained in
controL of their own rives into the 19oo's(Thistle,
1986; Dewdney, 1975).

ft was in the beginning of this century that
government decisions began to affect the Cree of
Northern Manitoba --the outlawing of traditional
religions and the introduction of missionaries; the
residential school system r¡hich renoved children from
their homes and families, from their language and
curture and introduced then to a cord and often abusive
atmosphere; the loss of a womanrs status as an
aboriginal person when she narríed a white man; the
removal of aboriginal children from their homes by
social workers and their subsequent adoption in far-off
cities. The Canadian government took on a very
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paternaristic attitude towards the native peopre and
brought in doctors and nurses, poricemen, rndian Affairs
managers to run their rives. Arthough each community
had an erected chief and councir, they courd do nothing
in terms of arlocations of funds or econonic deveropment
without the approvar of the government(york, r9g9¡
Dewdney | 1,97 6) .
rn spite of the oppression described above, many of
the northern communities were abre to remain serfrel-iant and self-sufficient due to their remoteness.
They carried on fishíng, trapping, hunting, and
gathering in their traditional lands. Then came
development. Hydro-erectric dams, minerar mines, and.
forestry projects have changed the north drastically.
Fish nere poisoned, animars populations decreased, rand
flooded and rivers dried up (york, 1989).
Together these and many other atrocities against
the nat,ive people of canada have Ied to a race of broken

people. Yet, they have survived. Today v¡e are seeing
new generation of aboriginal peopre who r¡ill no longer
let things happen to then. The prophesy about the
seventh generation is coming true(sinclair, L992b¡
Highway, 1989).
There is a great desire amongst the native people

to regain their self-reliance and to fÍght the social
problens that, have plagued their cornmunities.

a
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Recreation and leisure can perhaps herp in this process.
Ìfany native leaders feel that recreation will herp by

giving the people options, something to do, rather than
turning to negative activities(I{inther, 1999) .
Àgiuilarts(1987) study on the effects of a leisure
education program on the expressed attitudes of
delinquent adolescents supports this idea. Àlthough the
program was not as successful as they had predicted, it
did show that attitudes can change with the influence of
positive leisure education.
Carleton(1984) discussed the import,ance of the
Native voice in programs that are being designed and
impremented for Native peopre. she states that cultural-

and social values have significant influence on

recreational interests and pursuits.
fn order to determine how recreation and 1eisure
can best help in the positive growth of the northern
communities, one must gain an understanding of what
leisure means to the people.
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CHÀPTER 3

l,fethod
When

choosing a method for any research project,

one nust take into account the purpose of the research
and determine the best v/ay possible to accomplish this.
The method nust rrfitrt the research. Howe(19g5) supports

this idea. rrThe continuum of choices is offered as a
way to ret the nature of the research question and the
variables of interest determìne the paradignn/nethodology
followed" (pg. ZZLI- . For this project, the objectives
rvere to record descriptions of a way of life, to
deter¡uine how peopre define reisure, and to deternine
the elements that make an experience a leisure
experience. There was to be no judgrment, prediction, or
manipuration of the setting or co-researchers in any
way. The ¡rission was to discover what the people of the
co¡nmunity think, in their own words, from their
perspect,ive.

I{ith this consideration in nind, ethnography, a
quaritative research method, r{as chosen to comprete this
project. According to Spradley(Lg7g) the goal of
ethnography is to understand another way of life,

fron
the point of view of the people within that culture.
rrRather than studying people, ethnography means rearning
from peopler'(pg. 3). Howe(1985) also supported this
decision when she stated that, qualit,ative research may
be the methodorogy of choi.ce when studying the neaning
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of leisure.

rrUsing subjective factors leads to

operatÍonal- definitions of leisure that account for both
individual and situationar differences in teisurer,(pg.
2Ls)

The work of Guba and Lincoln(199r-) also provided

support for the use of qualitative research in this
study. They state that because there are perceptions,

values, and meanings -- nultiple realities
involved
in the phenomena being studied, these cannot be reduced
to singurar variables. The enphasis is to provide a
comprehensive picture; and to show how meanings and
perceptions are interrelated and interconnected.
The method of ethnography provided me with the
opportunity to reach a level of insight not avairable
with guantÍtative work(Guba & Linco1n, 19g1), Openended interviews provided an ídeal opportunity to build
on knowledge gained in previous interviews, explain
misunderst,andings of the guestions or ansrrJers, ask f or
further interpretations, and probe deeper into the
thoughts of interviev¡ees.

in Oualitative Research
The research guestion lras narrowed to: How do the
people of south rndian Lake see their everyday lives?
what neaning do they give to leisure and what elements
make an experience a leisure ex¡rerience? The one
Steps
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assumption made hras that teisure is pl-easureable; and so
the study began. Locke(1989) provided the outrine for

the procedures to follow

when doing

qualítative

research.
Step onê: Choosing a site

I have a friend, Dean, who taught in South Indian
Lake for two years and upon discussing ny research with
him, he suggested that South Indian Lake would be a
positive conmunity to pursue this study. The cornmunity
is not a reserve but many of the people berong to the
cree tribe of the Nelson House Band and have their
treaty rights. Although there is a road to the edge of
the lake and a ferry system to the community, it is
still quite isorated and remote. The main economic
activities are trapping and fishing which made ¡ne think
that there is stilr an element of tradition present in
the community.
Etep two: Gaining entree and establishing a role

willing to accompany me for the first few
days of ny research. By entering the comrnunity with
someone who was respected and accepted, f gained a
positive reput,ation from the start. Dean introduced me
to the staff at the schoor, many of whom are from the
Dean was

conmunity.

also walked around town together,
visiting people in their hornes and chatting on the
We
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street and in the store" Dean was a rtgate keeperrr and a
bridge to contacts within the community.
f was able to est,abLish a roÌe within the school
and the conrmunity with ny interest in sports and playing
volIeyball. on the first day, we played volleyball with
the schoor staff against the grade nine crass. For the
month that r was in town, r helped coach the grade nine
girls| volleyball team. I also visited the gynr in the
evenings for recreationar volreyball and prayed when
other women $¡ere playing.
Dean also introduced me to many of the students in
the school. He was well-l-iked by most of thern and this
helped me to become accepted. Throughout ny time in the
community, T felt like the school was a homebase. r was
asked a few tines to help supervise students and also
substitute taught on a few occasions. r visited three
or four classrooms to talk to the students about rife in
the community; read stories to the kindergarten class,
ate rabbit stew with the grade three class and made
halloweren decorations with the grade eight, students.
.à,s McCall and Simmons(1969) stated, the sponsor of
the project wirl help to detennine what rore they will
play within the cornrnunity. Being a student fro¡n the
Facurty of Physical Education and Recreation studies at
the university of Manitoba, peopre understood that r was
there to tark with theur about rife in the community and
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specificalry about sports and recreation. often at the
beginning of the intervi-ew peopre wouLd say something
like ttoh, r donrt do anything, because they thought that
r wanted to know about what sports they prayed and how
often they went to bingo. rn reality r was interested
in finding out more about their state of rnind when they
etere experiencing leisure; leisure being the tines when

they found the most pleasure. Once I was able t,o get
them tarking about arl of the things they enjoyed, those
same people had much

to say.

Dean, Eichhorn, and Dean(j-969) discuss five

principtes guiding entry into the field(pg. 6s-69).
1. Generally field contacts should move from
persons in the highest status and authority
positions down to the actual participants
in the
field situation one wants to study. In this study, because I gained entree wÍth someone
arready established in the community, r was abre to move
freely amongst the nenbers. By the time Dean left, I
had net many people who helped me to meet others.
2. The researcher needs to have a plausible
explanation of the research, that, makes sense to
the people whose cooperation he seeks.
rn this study, the focus l¡as on gaining an understanding
of leisure within a native community, letting the people
speak for thenselves and showing genuine interest in
what they had to say. Às I stated previously, f was
welconed warnly by nany people and once I started
interviewing, peopte seemed interested in telling me
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about their lives.

r think they enjoyed telring someone
who was listening and interested, their stories and
thoughts on life in the north.
The exptanation I gave for ¡¿hat I was doing was
quite sinpre and honest -- r was interested in learning
from a Nat,ive perspective about life in the north and
the experiences and activities that are enjoyable. r
was going to write ny thesis on what they told ne. We
often started off with community recreation activit,ies
and noved on to other experiences in their lives. No
one desired any further infornation and armost everyone
was willing to answer my questions and talk with ne. As
I progressed through the study, f felt that I v¡as
learning much that woul-d be of interest. to different
people within the community and r hope that this paper
will be of use to thern in the end"
3. The field worker should try to represent
hirnselfr !i= sponsors and ñis stuáy, as honestly
as possible.

4. As the first research step the field worker
should have in urind some rather routine factgathering that makes sense to those in the
field.
For the first four or five days that f was in the
community, r did no interviews. This was the t,irne that
Dean was introducing me to people and I was spending
social tine with then. During this tirre I wrote ny
observations in ny journal and r began to get a feel for
the community. r started to deverop questions for the
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interviews about thíngs that r learned in these first
few days. Once the interviews began, I could ask
questions about experiences that r had heard about and
was able

to get nore detairs about the stories

peopre

had t,old.

r also began each interview with a few questions to
put the intervie!¡ees at ease; for example, how long they
had lived in the comrnunity; how old they hrere; if they
had any chirdren. Às stated earrier, people r/ere quite
willing to talk with rne and r believe that after the
first few minutes, they fert comfortable with rne. r
found that r was able to move into greater depth guickly
with some people and not so quickly wíth others.
5- Acceptance depends upon time spent in the fierd,
a legitirnate rore in the eyes ót trre informants
and the expression of a genuine interest in the
people being studied. Therefore, the researcher
should sacrifice initiar data in order to speed
acceptance.

It helped immensely to be accepted so quickly. Going
back t,o the homes of people I had met and having
positive responses, gave me the confidence to go to
homes of those r hadnrt met. once in those homes r was
able to spend whore afternoons or mornings with peopre,
drinking coffee and tarking about their rives. when r
gtas feeling apprehensive or underconfident r courd go to
the school where r fert accepted and interview someone,
visit a classroom or help out, in some wây, to buird up
ny confidence again.
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I believe that part of the positive response I
received was due to the fact that I was genuinely
interested ín the thoughts being shared with me.
Step tbree: Data collection
Data were recorded in three forms. f did 34 in-

depth interviews with cornmunity members that were taped
and transcribed. The snowbarl sample technique vras used
(Mccall & si¡rmons , L969) . r started rny interviews with

the people I had net through Dean. These people
suggested others, wÞo, in turn, suggested others. A1so,
r was introduced to people who, for example worked in
the day care centre. once r had interviewed one person
there, r was often abre to interview others that worked
in the same facility.
r tried to gain a cross section
of the community by interviewing people in different age
groupsr' both mares and fenales; those that worked in the
community and those that didnrt; peopre from different
ends of town; those that drank and those that didnrt;
people from different churches.
On the who1e, I found the people to be very
friendly, very r¡arm and open. I went back to many of
the homes that, Dean and r had visited and was welcomed
in to do interviews and have coffee. Some people who
had seen me around tovrn, invited me over to tark. Many
of the people I talked with, suggested f go talk to
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erse and those peopre were also quite wercoming.
only one person told me that they didnrt want to speak
with me and I found out later that, he was very shy. The
onry other unsuccessful interview r had was with two
vromen that were so shy that they courd onry giggle when
r asked then questions. Gai1, the woman whose home r
was staying in, arso herped by suggesting peopre r courd
someone

talk to and answering ny many quest,ions about the
conmunity.

tine in the field increased the interviews
changed. Themes and patterns began to emerge with the
analysis of data and these directed the questions of the
interviews. Às I learned more about the comnunity, I
could ask others for confirnation and their perspective
on what r r¡as learning. The ernphasis continued to be on
the discovery of how the peopre see theír rives and what
meanings they gave to leisure but r arso tried to focus
As

sonewhat on data generated from previous

interviews

(see

Appendix A) .

I kept f ieldnot,es on the interviews. These
consisted of ny thoughts as the interview lras taking
place and afterwards. Although I did not take many
notes during the intervie!,r as I tried t,o avoid
interupting the flow of the conversation, by maintaining
eye contact and giving verbal reinforcenent.
rnmediatery after the interview r wrote my comments,

interpretations and refrections of the conversatÍon.
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The third forn of data collection vras my journal.

This included observations, thoughts, reactions,
questions, and concerns beginning when r first started
thinking of this project well before r entered the
community and continued throughout the entire study.

This was where r recorded what r fert e/ere my biases and
prejudices, before and during my ti¡ne in the conmunity
(Appendix D) .

r had written what r thought r night find in terms
of themes and ansners to the research question before r
entered the conmunity. I{hile interviewing and
analysing, some of these themes began to arise and
others didntt. r looked over my guestions many times to
be sure that r did not try and force ideas that werenrt
there and so that the questioning t¡as open enough to
allow new ideas to continue to emerge.
Step four: Data Analysis
Analysis of the data began with the first interview
and was on-going throughout the study. Às I learned

the culture and the life of the people, the
interview questions, probes and fornat began to change

more about

to

this knowledge.
I{hile in south rndian Lake, r would risten to each
interview immediatery after r conpteted it and again at
the end of the day. I{hire talking with the informants
encompass
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and again while

listening to the interviews, I kept

notes on descriptors and possibre themes. Also during
the month long interviewing process, five interviews
s¡ere transcribed and coded with descriptors.
Descriptors r¡ere words or phrases that described the

central meaning of the statement being analyzed. These
descriptors were grouped into tentative themes. rn
subsequent interviews, questions and ansvrers were
directed to supporting these emerging themes as werl as
searching for the possibirity of additional themes.

All interviews v¡ere transcribed after reaving the
community. During this process, f hras not, only
transcribing but also pursuing support for themes that
had emerged as well as the possibre discovery of further
themes.

Àfter the transcriptions

the data
with descriptive words.

r¡¡ere completed,

were read and re-read and coded

These words $¡ere then grouped, each group supportinçt one

in the conceptuarization of reísure (see Appendix
B). r approached the data as a whole and coded arr of
the interviews. r then took these descriptors and
the¡re

<ietermined themes than ran throughout

the conprete set

of data.
this

I decided to do the
analysis again with a slightly different approach. I
wanted to be sure that what r was finding was the as
complete a picture as possibre and r wanted a thorough
Once

was completed,
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understanding of the findings.

f selected the 15
interviews that $¡ere the rnost detaited. These coresearchers had given me rich description and had been
very open and tarkative. r again coded the material by
using ¡¡ords that described the central neaning of
sentences relevant to the guestion. Then upon
conpletion of this coding, r grouped these words into
cLusters with a thematic phrase listing the sentences
that supported this thene (see Appendix c). Looking at
these thematic phrases, r came to an understanding of
what leisure meant to this person. rn comparing the 15
interviews r found themes that h¡ere conmon throughout,
as well as a few that nere specific to each individuar.
After underst,anding the 15 key int,erviews, f then
analyzed the remaining 19 interviews by comparing thern
to the first 15. stories and statements nere drawn from
these interviews that supported the existing themes.
Through this procedure, I believe f came avray with a
truthfur conceptualization of leisure in south rndian
Lake.

Step five:

Validate the dat,a
Guba and Lincoln (1991) refer to lrmember checksr as
being an important procedure in qualitative research.
Prerininary member checks were done whire r was in the
comrnunity and upon cornpretion of the anarysis, copies of
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the thick description and data analysis erere sent to
some of the co-researchers for feedback.
cross-referencing with literature and research in
the fields of leisure and native studies lras another
method of validation. Scholars in the fields of
quarit,ative research, reisure and native studies were
also consurted. By conbining these three sources,
triangulation has occurred (Guba & Lincoln, 1981).

Validity. Reliability and Objectivity
The terms of internar validity, externar vatidity,
reÌiability and objectivity are concepts relating to
quantitative research. Guba and Lincorn(19g1) refer to
these concepts and discuss how they relate to
qualitative research.
fnternal Validitv
The first of these, internal validity, refers to
the 'ttruth value, of the results of the study. I{íthin
qualitative research, this dears with credibirity of the
resurt,s of the study. A researcher checks the findings
with those that provided the data, member checks. Guba
and Lincoln(1981) stated that:

the determination of credibility can be
acconplished only by taking datã and
interpretatÍons to the sources from which they srere
drawn and asking directly whether they believè-find prausibre--the resurts. This prõcess of going
to sources--often called making rrmember checksi-is the backbone of satisfying tfre truth-value
criterion(p9.110)

.
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Menber checks for this study resulted in positive

feedback and an agreement that the interpretations hrere

the truth as they saw it.
Also included in internal validity is the threat of
experinenter bias. Both Locke(1999) and Henley(1992)
discuss methods for reducing experimenter bias. The
writing of a personar journar brings the thoughts and
biases of the investigator to the surface. This aids in
awareness and helps to nininize the effect, on the
research. Bracketing is arso a method of dealing with
thís threat. Having become aware of oners biases,
prejudices, and knowledge about the research site and
members, researchers make a conscious effort to
disregard what they already know and how they feer about
the study. rrTo bracket, you simply make a conscious
decision to observe without prejudice; you decide you
will not pay attention to what you already know about
somethingtt (Barritt, Beekman, Bleeker & Mu1derii, 19g3;
pg. 29). (See Appendix D for the bracketing completed
before and during tine in the cornmunity. )
External Validity
Guba and Lincorn(1981) refer to external varidity,
or generalizability, as applicability. within
gualitat,ive research this refers t,o ttf ittingnessr. one
nust not assess how generalizabre a study is but rather
to what degree can it be transferred or fitted to
another context. fn this case, one may want to
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determine if the conceptualization of 1eisure that
emerged ín south rndian Lake could be generalized to

other communities.
rn order to discover if two situations are similar,
one needs uruch information on both. r have províded a
thick description of South fndian Lake and a thick
description of the second community is needed. A thick
description describes the setting, the characteristics
and values of the peopre, the norms and culture of the
community and so forth. These descriptions shourd then
be examined, focusing on differences as well as
sinilarities to deternine if this study can be
generalized to the other. rf there is a high degree of
ttfittingnessrr between the two communities one can
predict that the conceptualization could hold true in
the new situation.
Locke(1989) also discusses the question of external
valídity. He states that the qualitative researcher has
no basis for generalizability, however, that does not
mean the studies are not appricabre. He states that the
validation must come from the readers themselves and
feels thaÈ transferability by the reader Ís not an
inferior method of externat validity.
To put it as plainly as possible, the reader
confers validity on accounts with which they
agree. ft is the reader who must say rryes, given
the evidence you have presented, that is a
reasonable reconstruction of what was going
on" (pg. 13 ) .
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Reliabilitv
Reliabirity is a question of consistency; wirr the
same results be found íf the study is repricated? For
naturaristic studies, Guba and Lincoln(1981) address
this as auditability. This refers to a second
investigator auditing the study to see if he would come
up with the same conclusions fron the same data. The
first researcher rnust keep a record of how decisions
v¡ere made in reference to the direction of the
interviews and emergence of themes and categories. rn
this case r have provided Dr. I{inther with a copy of the
original interviews so that he may audit the work r have
done.

Auditabirity is where the concept of the researcher
as the instrument comes to play. The study was linited
by my ability to draw out the feelings and perceptions
of the co-researchers and then again by ury
int,erpretations of the data. Locke(19g9) stated that
because the investigator is the instrument in each
study, the data and anarysis witr be infruenced by the
differences between investigators. The studies wirr be
reports of different rearities and they wirl not be
invalidated because of this difference.
Obiectivity
A final question in research is that of
objectivity; whether or not the resurts are neutrar.
Guba and Lincorn(1981) define objective data as data
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that are factual, confirmable and reliable. They state
that objectivity is a question of confirmabirity. Data
can be confirmed by means mentioned earrier; nemberchecks, triangulation and cross-referencing.

Objectivity often refers to the degree to which
data are free from researcher bias and opinion.
controrling researcher bias was discussed earrier in the
context of internal validity and also relates to this
area. By recording onets thoughts and feerings one can
determine how they are influencing the data (see
Appendix D). Guba and Lincorn(1981) discussed how it, is
virtually iurpossible to have data compretely free of
bias and therefore:
the requirement that information be confirmable
rids the inquirer of this impossible constraintt it
sinply asks that the inquirei report his data í;
such a way this it can be confirmed from other
sources if necessary(pg. LZ6,).
St.atement of the Research Ouestion

do the people of South Indian Lake see their
everyday lives; how do they define 1eisure? What are
the elements that. nake an experience a leisure
How

experience?

Assumption

The conponent

of leisure that crosses cutturar lines is

that of enjolment and pleasure.
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1.
2.

Limitations
study is limited to the extent that:
ï can draw out the perceptions, thoughts, and ideas
of the co-researchers;
the co-researchers are willing to disclose
truthfully their perceptions of their world and
their lives;

3.

I can accurately interpret the inforuration the coresearchers share with me;

4.

r can accurately interpret the language and cultural
differences between myself and the-coñmunity

nembers

5.

r'

and the study is linited in its potential
generalizabitity to other connunities.
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CHÀPTER 4

r,ife in South rndian Lake¡ Before an6 After tbe Flood
As r flew into south rndian Lake r was amazed by

the magnitude of the wilderness. rt seemed like a
paradise of wird space. There were vast stretches of
trees, rivers and lakes. watching closery, r saw a bull
moose who seemed to look up at us with disdain as our
tiny plane disturbed his solitude. This seemed to me to
be the true north, ísolated and pristine.
At first site of the rake r was impressed by its
size, perhaps 40 nires long and 10 mires widei a neverending source of adventure and freedom. The town is
situated on the east shore of this lake.
The airprane touches down

at the airport, which is
at the far east end of town. I{e reft winnipeg yesterday
in a light sweater and jeans but here it is arready
winter. There are six inches of snow and itrs cord. Às
we drive into townr wê forrow the nain road which is
graver and about I niles rong, stretching the length of
the cornmunity. There are some houses on the maÍn road
but nost of then are on side roads and bays that, lead
off the main route. we pass the ,Far Endr; the newer
end of town and beconing ,newer, st,il_r as there are many
houses being built in this area.
The nain road continues towards the centre of town,
past the cemetery, the Baptist church (one of three
churches in town), and past a park with picnic tables
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and a barl díamond. At the highest point of the road,
samrs Hill, yoü acquire a beautifur view of the rake and

the surrounding naturar terrain. After descending this
hilI, you reach the ferry station. Between the months
of June and october, the ferry runs every hour from
9:00an to 5:O0pn taking cars across the 1ake, to and
fron the nearest road. rn the centre of town is the
business section. There is the school which is a
sprawring building with open fierds arr around and an
outdoor hockey rink just behind. The nursing station,
the laundrarnat, the day care centre, the council office,
the restaurant and the two stores are also in this area.
A visitor to the community would have to ask which
building is which as there are no signs on any except
the schoor. Behind the schoor are some community owned
houses and those owned by Frontier school Division where
the teachers and other staff menbers rive. The RcMp
trairer and 'tcourtroom, are at the end of this road but
are only occupied for short periods of ti¡re each month.
out in front of the school and closer to the water is
the United Church, a beach and docks for boats.
After passing through 'uptownr and continuing along
the main roadr rrê pass a few streets which are named
after people from the community, although here again,
you will have to ask which is which because they are not
identified with signs. we pass by the cathoric church,
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head to the oldest part of town at the end of the road.
The town is about g miles long and perhaps a mile

wide. The next closest settlernent is a rnining towni to
get there one must travel forty-five minutes by ferry
across the lake and then 44 miles by road. The
surrounding area is forest, lakes and rivers with
connecting portages and snowmobire trails.
and trapping mecca; or so it seems.

À fishing

Before the Flood
To

truly understand the

of south rndian
Lake one must hear the story of its past. This story
begins around the beginning of this century. Àlong the
shores of south rndian Lake r¡ere sandy beaches and rock
inlets. The lake was teeming with fish and the
surrounding area was al-ive with wildrife. There was a
wetLand where the geese stopped each spring on their way
north. A land where basic needs trere met and peopre
courd live in harmony with the earth. This area had
been inhabited by the nomadic aboriginar people for
centuries. they came and went from this lake, surviving
on the riches it herd. ,r was born way the herr across
south rndian, Bo mires north from here. rn a wigwam. r
didnrt have no doctor, no nurse. rn a tipi. There was
no log cabins then, in the older days.... Even my old
grandfather used to tert me stories. He was 1og years of
age and he still had good eyesight, he was still able to
community
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around. Thatrs my motherrs dad eh. He used to
paddle a birch bark canoe, he made it himself eh. ...I
used to help him do it, take the material off the
trees. r! (John B. )
rn the early ]-gzors a few American men came to the
canadian north to south rndian Lake, to live as trappers
and fisherrnen. They brought with them brides from
move

Nelson House, ârr rndian Reserve 50 niles south of this
lake. ItThey pick Nelson House l¡oman, the white man.

First the urothers have to show the white man how to
live, like rny nother did, the Indían way. They come
down here and live in the north. Thatrs right when they
died, when theyrre gone, the white people, they took the
body out there, it was in our way he died, he rras a
trapper. rr (f sabelle)
soon others from the Nerson House cornn¡¡i¡y began

to move up to the lake.
Kerly: Did there used to be a town here
boy?

when you were a

John B: No, just a settlement. Nelson House was the

settlement.

Isabe1le: He came with his brother, by canoe.
John B: I{e moved here from Ne1son house in 1926.
Kerly: were there any peopre here when you moved here?
,fohn B: Just a few, naybe 6 houses, 4 houses, 1og
cabins. Just a 1itt1e a store, not even-a
store, just a little log cabin about that high.
There was guy who trades here, Hudson Aay trãder
eh. But he had to get his freight from ¡lelson
House.
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Àlthough the rake was the prace that permanent
homes were built, people arso had cabins on traprines
which r/ere scattered throughout the territory.
surnmers
etere spenÈ traverring the lakes and streams, stoppÍng
where the fish vrere good and riving in tents. rrEvery

time

got off the froor they had to hang their
blanket,r no beds, yoü had to take a blanket.r (rsabelte)
Canoes and dogsleds were the main modes of
transportation. rr...in the su¡umer time itrs kind of
difficult because you know those portages. Because you
have to cross thern so many times, and. you have to pick
up a canoe and all 0ur blankets and our groceries like
you know. I{e donrt have that kind of strength. But we
did itr wê pulled the boat over all the portages, ry
husband and r and the 2 rittre boys, my sons. ya we had
2 rittle kids at that time and we made it. rt took
about 2 or 3 days r think, but we made it. rt such a
beautiful camp out there. il (Janet)
rrÀ long tine âgo, everybody had a dog team.
Thatrs
all t'hey used trapping and (ice) fÍshing. .. .And a long
tine ago tre used to go, travel on the dog team, go to
the trapline, the whore faurily. I{e packed our groceries
from the settlement to the traprine with the dog team.
when r¡erre on the traprine in winter we go around with
the dog tean, check the traps.r (Vivian)
The people were self-sufficient and productive.
They lived off the land, fishing and hunting for their
somebody
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main food source. They trapped the local wildlife and
used the meat for food, selring the furs Èo the Hudson
Bay to pay for other necessities and pleasures that they
v/ere unable to acquire fronr the land. They drank the
water from the rake and made tea from locar plants.
They reried on other prants for basic nedicines. They

courd take care of thenselves except in cases of severe
sickness.
Although permanent homes were buirt on the rake,
there was no rrtownsíter. The people had their cabins
all over the lake. tThe community was on the other

side, it was scattered. on that side was the school,
and on that side was Hudsonrs Bay and way far over there
was a cathoric church, and there $¡as this church thatrs
still here- rr (Lawrence) ,There used to be people arr
over here. us kids, the Dysart kids, were all on this
isrand here, thatts where hre rrrere raised. This isrand
just across here, there was nobody else there. The
Àndersons, the Dysarts, Mrs. lrfcI,eod, they rived on the
other side of the island so there rrasnrt very many. The
people didntt live crose togetherr uê were arl spread
out, not tike this. r (Harriet)
There was little contact with the south. rrThat
early, because before this, everything v¡as so isolated.
r think everything r¡as brought by trail.
once a year
you picked up your groceries and thatrs iÈ. Once a
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year, it, was on a tractor train, until the planes
started frying. r was stirr a kid when that happened, r
was just young eh. But r used to see the planes come in
with groceries, or anything that we need, or patients
taken out. tt (Janet)
The roles of men and r¡omen were werl defined as in

the southern society during this era. The wornen spent
much tiure home with the children, raising the farniry
while the men were out fishing, hunting and trapping.
ItMy mot'her helped raise those kids, they (the
men) used
to go trapping and fishing, the women she was tough, no
man around- They go together, thatrs what they said.
The women, they tell each other when theyrre going to
have a baby eh. .â,fter the babyrs born, they go. Take
care of them. The kids run and get sone one, rmy
mamars going to have a babyr, the kids have to go get
help, maybe 3 miLes.il (fsabelle)
There was much to do. I{ater needed hauling, wood
needed chopping, the animals were skinned, the furs
stretched, the neat cut and dried. Everyone in the
fanily helped with the everyday tasks of life.
rrf nas trapping, Ðy grand mom nas staying with ne.
Long t,ine ago you did everything. fn the morning, get
some wood, check the rabbit, snares. she wake us up
early in the morning, start, working. Even when r donrt,
wake up, my grandma pick up ny blanket, after that r wake
up. she left me to freeze, she want me to work. rr (Rosie)
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vivian tarks about the things she learned while
growing up and now passes on to her son. rrr teach him
all kinds of things on the trapline, to trap, to dress
the fish, to put'the net in the water, to drag the motor
back out, to get the fish, use a fish hook, clean the
fish tubs. we teach hin a rot of things on the trapline
too. Teach hin how to snare rabbits, teach hin how to
kiIl chickens, with a net not with the hand. we cut an
oId net in pieces and put it along the shore where there
is wilrows, then when they come along they get caught on
the net. so then when hre go we bring the chickens, wê
have fried chickens. Especially in Aprir when they are
flying back north. My son used to get, a lot. Learn
lots, canoeing, canping, he likes to go canping, he
knows how to build a fire, he knows how to cut wood. He
hauls st.icks from the bush for wood, hers L2. ...he
gets the hardest, part for drying fur, the fletching.
You use a knife to scrape them, you have to use a sharp
knife. But nailing then is not too hard, to stretch
them. Like beaver you put them around and for the nink
and martin you put thern on the stret,cher, a rong narrovt
stretcher about 5 or 4 inches wide. you can see the
stretchers around peopters places. you put otters on
the stretcher too. ...our parents used to teach us to
snare rabbits, the girls will get up early in the
morning and go and snare rabbit,s. Early in the morning
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before their parents get up, theyrre already back from
checking their rabbit snares. That I s the gray bre were
taught. " (Vivian)
Margaret explains how things were taught. rrJust

from watching, they donrt teach, you just watch and
learn by what they do. Sonetimes they say |tdo thisrr but
sometimes they just go ahead and do it, whatever and you
watch and you learn frorn it. you learn a lot from your
grandparents.

rl

Although there vrere many daily tasks

to

be

there was also fun and laughter for both
adurts and children. The lake was the focar point of
accourpJ-ished,

activity. rrBefore when you did something it was always
on the water. Like if you went to visit, you had to go
by boat, if you had to go to the store or church you had
t,o go by boat,. r' (Margaret)
rrThe kids used to go arong the shores
and capture
small fish from in the rocks. Theyrd make their own
, rittle boats you know, froat then around the shores.'
(wiltian)
nl{erd be forever

in the water swirnming or just
praying in the water, rike we used to try and catch
these littte fish, rifting stones. sonetimes werd
wander a nile avray from where we were camped without
rearizing it because you were so intent on... (haha).
when it was raining, it wasnrt a very nice day for us
because we didnft have very much to do, but as long as
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it was nice, wê r¡Jere outside. I{e didnrt know what
inside r/as, we lived outside (haha)." (Hi1da)
rr(Wetd) go swinming, water-skiing go for picnics,
¡
at the sand beaches, there was lots of sandbeaches

before the flood. We had a variety, wêtd go to one
prace and if there r/ere people there werd go to another
place. Like everybody, they used to go in groups eh,
couple of boats. ya, every Sunday, there lras a sand
beach down the bank here, where the church used to be.
They used to t,ake me to church, I had no choice eh. f

liked the picnic part... (haha) r' (Tour)
rfAnd all we used to do on Sunday was go to church
and visit,. All day long, rike r remember going with my
mom. And it wasntt, it didnrt matter, rike if she said
werre going to Maryrs house, Maryrs house rnight be 3
miles down the lake, but thatrs where hre were going to
visit and wetd go, wouldntt natter what the weather was
like- I{erd wark in the winter, boat in the surnmer, or
paddre most of the tine then, or r¡ark through the bush
because they had trairs in the bush. so visiting was a
big thing.,' (Hilda)
rrI{e girls, 13 gir1s, snaring in sunmer, walking
through the bushr rrê used to walk across arr around the
shore, it was nÍce.rr (Isabelle)
The wÍnter too, held itts excitement. rr...when we
r¡ere growing up we used to go out to this island, big
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hilr they call it. rt'|s just the young people getting
together and it was a big sliding party. we'd just be
out there and have a bonfire after the sriding, after we
finish sliding. " (Shirtey)
rrused to be able to slide over there on
the island,
it was long, wetd slide all night. rt was fun. There
!'ras a nice hill for sliding. Ànybody wourd sride, the
old people too. I{e used to do things together.rl
(Margaret)

rrr remember they used to have a skating rink on the
water there. Like the ice was so crear eh, werd pite
snor{ rike a big square and everyone would skate there.
r used to steal ny brotherrs skates and go skating. ArI
of us would be down there, everybody, parent,s, kids, it
was nice.

Ànd wetd go

sriding, make snoer men, it was
easier then cause there was a lot more snow. The snow
y¡as so clean eh, it was so clean. il (Brenda)
The people had to be creative as some things were
not readily avairabre. ,we made our own skíis. r made
snowshoes when r was travelling up north. I{e had to
build everything, like cabins, everything was fron out
of logsr no lumber.r (Ton)
ttYâ, not wíth a tobaggan, we used to sled with
anything. r didnrt even remember a littre tobaggan when
r was young' but r can remember ny dad used to make
little sred for us out of wood. Thatrs arl r courd
remember. we used to play with snowshoes, our parentsl
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snowshoes. Run around with snowshoes, big ones (haha)

but ny mom used to have small onesr nê used to play with
them. Ànd swing, we used to make swings on the trees.
(vivian)
rrWe

used to go sliding at nights and go skating.

our own skatesr hrê used to play ball, make our own
ball out of something. r' (Harriet)
The people oft,en got together as a community,
whenever there s¡as an opportunity. r...a long time dgo,
nearry every night which doesnrt, cost, you a cent, to go
to the dance- Thatrs when the peopre used to enjoy
dancing, all the peopre were good dancers. Jigging and
square dancing, they never used t,o dance this rock and
roll music. Never had this rock and roll music. rt
(vivian)
Make

rrwe

used to have a lot of dances at the church with
the order kids. Alt the people would go join the kids.
The ninister that we used to have here, sherd have a lot
of dances for whoever wanted to come. people cane and

enjolzed themselves. rt (Eve1yn)
rrYears ago people would make

their own brew, and
get together at someoners house and dance arl night, she
said that the fiddlers, from tapping their foot on the
floor, theyrd wear a hole into the floor.il (Gail)
l{hen the dancing was over...
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They told us stories, legends and that.

That r s

one of the things that we enjoyed in the evenings before
we retired, thatrs one of the things my parents used to

do, is teIl me some regends. r enjoyed ristening to
those. They werentt reading or anything like reading a
bed tine story. But they had their own stories to tert
us at night, just ora1.r (Shir1ey)
Frorn the time the settrement first began until the
early seventies, the lifestyle of these people did not
change very rnuch. New inventions made their way north.
Motors for boats, snowmobiles, cars, trucks, pranes made
life easier but did not change the basic Livelihood of
the peopre. comrnerciat fÍshing was started and the
peopre began to earn more money as things began to cost
more. Fur r¡as sord at fur auctions in places like
Thompson, rather than at the rocal Hudson Bay store.
This arso brought in more money to support the faniries
and the cornmunity. The peopre fert product,ive and serfsufficient and lived in harnony with the world.

After the F1ood
That was until L976r. then their world

changed.

This was the year Manitoba Hydro rturned onr the dams.
The churchill River was diverted south through south
rndian Lake so that the water could join with the Nelson
River and flow on towards the hydro-erectric ptant.
rrrtrs (the vater) flowing down this way towards Nerson.
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And this Churchill goes up to Hudson Bay. Therers a

diversion dam at Reindeer Lake, connected to churchirr
River, êh and therers another dam here at Missi Farrs.
Itrs the sane connection, the same river, they blast
this, theyrre flowing it down to the Nerson River norr,
Burntwood, changed the water around eh. Thatrs what
made alr the mess. Therers another dam here, not too
far, they call it Nuganie. Thatrs another controrted
water, therers another one at Kettre Rapids, thatrs the
Littre Burntwood. Thatrs why they canrt control it, too
many dams. (haha) Just like beavers, they can contror
there own water too eh. Just like hydro (haha) . rr (John B)
Because of the diversion of the water and the
flooding of the lake, the government and Manitoba Hydro
fert that the peopre had to nove into a conmunity on the
east side of the lake, where they are nor¡. rnstead of
being scattered atong the lake shore, the people were
now expected to live in a town with houses side by side
on streets. rt seems that the people of the cornmuníty
had lit'tle say in what was happening to then and the
land that they lived with. Hilda explains her
perception of the things that happened during this tiure.
Hilda: Oh ya, like you know, I stood my ground for quÍte
awhile not wanting people to tell ne where t,õ
move and when to move, and everything e1se. Cause
we were across the lake when that happened, I
didntt see why we should mover wê goL-our úouse
over there and everything else.
Kelly: So is that area flooded out over there?
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Hilda: No, but the thing is the crossing from there to
here where all the services, like the store and
that are.
Kelly: So itts kind of treacherous to cross?
Hirda: Ya, like on minus 40 weather itrlr freeze maybe
half an inch. But the rest of the tine, it's wíde
open on either side of this island here.
Ketly: t{hy didnf t they just put all the resources over
there where you already were?
Hilda: That,rs another thing they did. When the
resources, Iike the resource centers like the
school and the store and stuff, were being built,
they had the plans in place already. Like when
Irm saying.rtheyÍ, itrs the people down south.
Probabry with northern affaiis ánd Manitoba Hydro
and whoever else was involved. They arready irad
the plans in place, where to put everything else,
before people started reariziñg it waË hapfening.
And that lras one of the reasoni like r saiã, thÃy
were coming saying your kids have to go to
school, like we have to be on the othér side, I
said no f donrt, I didn't put that school thåre,
I didn|t choose to have thãt, school there, itgs
not, my responsibility. (haha)
Kelly: so they just came in and díd what they wanted...
Hirda: Pretty wel1, the sad part about, it, is that, people
started realizing what was happening but thèn
like r say plans and structures weré in place
already before
hand.

Along with the town came some of the modern
amenities. The people now had el-ectricity and hydro

bilts and because they courd no ronger get there water
fro¡n the lake, they had water derivered to the house.
rrTherers a water truck. some pJ-aces have running
r¡ater.
r donrt. r didnrt want nothing when we got this place,
not even this house. They should have let me stay
upt,own

in

rny litt1e cabin

not this house.

Yâ, (they
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tore down the cabin) they had to to buird everything
else, to make a fancy town for us. (haha) f was okay
the way I hras.il (Harriet)
The natural environment was devastated. The water
lever in south rndian Lake rose 3 metres and covered
much l-and and trees. The shoreline of the lake changed
foreverr' gone v¡ere the beaches and the rock inrets. rn
their places nere decomposing trees sticking out of the
water every which way and shorerines of wet mud. The
decomposing trees and soil caused the mercury revel to
rise within the water and thus contaminating the fish to
the point that many of them died off. Much of the
anímal and bird wirdrife moved on to different areas due
t,o the destruction of habitat.
rrr dontt rike it in the spring because the scenery
is so wrecked from the f1ood. But in the summer itrs
okay. But still r don't rike when r/e go up the river
and all those trees are sticking up in the rÍver in the
niddle of nowhere. ItIs ugly.il (Suzanne)
trItrs the land and the animals thatfs changed,
complete ruined, everything, aII the shorelines, the
marsh is alt diverted, Do ducksr no nothing. Thatrs
what people are complaining about. courplete change,
like you go hunting and you canrt even see the moose
warking on the shorerine cause therers no shorelines.
The water floods way back, you can just hear the moose
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in the forest, you canrt even spot hín. Big change.,,
(John

B)

The changes affected all aspects of the peoplers
lives but perhaps the most devastating change has been

to the fishing industry in south rndian Lake. Before
the flood the najority of the people could fish in
sunmer and winter and catch enough fish to support
themselves and their fanilies throirghout the year.
ItThey stiIl continue commercial- fishing. But they
have a herl of a time, like 30 nets for 2 tubs, 2 lousy
tubs. Five nets was good enough for a living, looo fish
a day. You gotta go rniles frorn here, not good around
here. Youtve gotta go rniles
.I{eIl theyrre still
doing it. But they have a hell of a tine to nanage
their living
.Therers no other wây, therers no
employment around here too, itrs pretty hardr nê stirt
have to pay our hydro bills eh. Thatrs a big problem.rl
(John

B)

rrHydro came

in and destroyed us too, now he is not
looking after us after he destroyed everything, our
life, fishing. The man have to work hard now than they
used to to catch lots of fish. They have to change the
nets all the time. ff you put the net close t,o the
shorer yourre going to get lots of sticks in it, when
it¡s windy like
.they have to go everywhere to look
for fish. Ànd r remember long tiure â9o, rny husband used
to fish, used to use 3 net,s, 4 nets, used to cat,ch lots
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of fish.

fishing in this 1ake, cause I do
commercial fishing too, you put up i_9 nets in the urater,
sometimes you can only get 3 or 4 tubs of fish.
...Maybe theytve (the físh) gone some prace or maybe
theyrre drowned. Maybe they donrt have food they used
to have before the flood. r think thatrs the problem.
And r remember the fish here before the flood, ,h"n *e
were young children, there vras no welfare at that time,
we used to eat a lot of fish. we never heard about
mercury that theytre talking about now. The fish back
then, they tasted good. Now when you eat fish from
here, they donrt taste good, they taste kind of watery.
r guess they l-ost their taste on account of the frood.
And theyrre not fat. you could make soup when you
boiled fish, the kind of soup that r make with flour,
you courd see there r{as çtrease in there that they were
realIy fat. Cause now when you boiJ_ them, you donrt
hardly see any grease in that. rn that way they taste
so watery, so you can onry eat a rittle bit of fish nov/.
rt,rs very hard to find a good place to fish from.rl
(vivian)
Now

The lifestyle

that had been a part of the fishing
industry emphasized the fanily riving and working
together at fishcamps scattered throughout the
wilderness, away from the settrement. with the change
in the lake came change in that lifestyre.
rrThererd be
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nobody in town, everybody wourd take out their farniry.

But the fishing died out and they donrt do that no more,
they go out to the inland takes. pretty expensive to
move your family there and back, especialry for a short

time. cause the season is only part, like in the sunrmer
time itts over eh. Like for about a month.n (Frank)
rrÎhe fishing was cut down a rot, used to be that
this whole town was rike a ghost town, when the fishing
was good, all the town wourd be out.

since the flooding
therers just about a i-oo fisherrnen and their farnilies.
rt was liverihood, people w,ould do it all sunmer.
Tr.p
all winter and no$r you have to stop at a certain time of
the sunmer cause the water I s too vrarm, ununm now there I s
a lot more drinking than there ever eras. peopÌe donrt
have jobs, theyrre on werfare, theyrre depressed. rr(Gail)
Hunting was also greatly affected by the flood.
ttYa, not only the fur but everything, the moose,
ducks,
birds êh, they all moved inland. you have to fly in,
thatfs why a lot of people canrt go out hunting now,
they canrt afford to go rent a $rzoo plane just to go
hunting. tt (Torn) tlhen people can afford to f ry inrand to
hunt, they often canrt bring back the meat and the hide.
The prane can only take so much weight and the hide is

often left behind. This provides less opportunities for
women to prepare the hides and less opportunity for
young people to learn the traditional

ways.

Although not arr hunting has to be done by plane,
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there was definiteJ-y a dectine in the number of anímars
in the area around the lake. John B also mentioned
(above) that with the destruction of the shorelines itrs
much harder to find the aninars and itrs much harder to
stop your boat when you do find one. rThere|s some
decent praces around the settrement here, but when you
go off to the side it's terribre. Miserable looking
shorerine, all those logs pired up like this, trees
sticking up, canrt park your boat, gotta have a special
prace to park. rtts terrible.
...There used to be big
rocks. Now itrs just crossing logs, ruined cornpletely.t,
(John

B)

The flooding of the lake changed the everyday

pattern of life in south rndian Lake so it is of no
surprise that the recreation experiences have changed as
wel1.
rrBut no\¡r $¡e donrt do that because of the flood, you

know, it.rs not safe to go out on the lake to go skating
like we used to. It was a nice tine. ft was safe.
There vras no current or anything. Now we donrt know
where the safe spots are, itrs very touchy. you donrt

go on the ice untir itts strong enough. By the tiure v¡e
get to do that then therers snow already. But Lhat was
one of the main events that we used to do. rf (shirrey)

rrr think it changed quite abit. used to rive far
from each other, go visit each other, wark. They used
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to do everything, sliding, on the island. us young kids
used to slide at night, erê used to go skating. Make a
big bonfire, now itrs not the same. The kids are not
together. ft was real1y fun, wê used to have fun
skating, bonfires, lot of kids. Kids used to come from
far end to our end. Just for fun, it was nice. we never
had TV when v¡e were growing up. rr (Evelyn)
rrr think recreation wirr change more in the program
sty1e. Like it wirr become more organized, rike bêfore
we just did it.r \dê just used to, hre v¡ere brought up with
it, you just follow suit. (haha) Àlr the things that
were availabre and the time that was avairabre in my.
growing up years are not. there anymore. Like being out

all sunmer long

the community, being out there
and doing whatever you please, Iike this, weather
permits. They stirl have the swimming and that. rn
this community, you see arr the kids in the water every
day in the summer. But that's how rea1ly, wê v/ere
a!,/ay from

brought up by the water. rn the winter tine we had the

sliding and the skating
. (now) r think a rot o,them
get caught up in the TV and the videos and stuff rike
that. It|s not a good thing." (Hilda)
rrft was really good as far as f can remember.
Things hrere different. ya it seems like things are a Iot
different now than it was before. Like you could swim

everywhere. Like where we were staying there hrere
beaches everywhere, but not now eh. Kids were playing
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together all the tine, not getting into fights, not like
now. About 803 0f our community is unernpl0yed. Not
very much thatrs going on right nov/. rtrs really hard
on people. I guess thatrs why they do the drinking
because they feer they donrt have anything to do,

therers nothing for thern to do so may as well just
drink, they feel there is nothing for them. r' (virginia)
t,Yâ, Ird like to see more square dancing for
the
adults. Irle used to have a lot of dances at the church
with the otder kids. Alr the peopre wourd go join the
kids. The minister that we used to have here, shefd
have a lot of dances for whoever wanted to come. people
came and enjoyed themselves. There was hardly any
drinking at a1l in those days, people just enjoyed
themserves at the square dance. This riquor thing...
changes lifestyles r guess. Like you could have a rot
of fun without drinking, wê used to.r (Evelyn)
Before the flooding, this community was self_
sufficient. people courd live on the food they hunted
and by serring the fish and furs they caught, they could
buy whatever else they needed. There rras a strong sense
of fanily and a strong sense of community. The lives
they led were fulfilling and productive.
The flooding brought incredible changes to thê
lives of these people. They hrere moved into a town,
given housing, electricity and heating, water del_ivered
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to their doors. Fishing becane more expensive to get
started and to stay in business. Hunting became more
expensive because of the need to travel farther to find
the animals- Trapping is decrÍning not only due to the
movement of the animars farther ar,/ay but also due to the

lowering fur prices on the market. rn many curtures
unemployment, poverty, and paternalism go hand in hand
with social probrerns and the same is true with this
community.

for sure. I think, f td say we had a better
life. Àlthough we didnrt have any luxuries like running
water or uh, not very many of us had houses that !,¡ere
built with 2 and 3 bedrooms, and stuff like that but we
had homes and we had satisfaction with our lives. Like
one thing rnight be like, even the social problems in the
community, we didnrt have. Like r say in the sunmer
tiner wêtd all move out, sometimes there wourd be 6 or
10 people in this community, because everybody rorrru o"
out in the fishcarnps. Thatrs true! Ànd you could reave
your house, like there hras no such thing as a padl0ck,
or anything like that. you could leave your house and
just tie the door and it was like that when you came
back. Now when you leave... il (Hi1da)
rrOh

The Community Todav

rt is now armost twenty years later and the lives
of the children are completely different fron those of
their parents, for some even from their older siblings.
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T,¡ith erectricity

carne bonveniences

and less work to do,

terevision, instant entertainment, loss of language and
culture. The changing 1ifestyle, with less people
trapping and fishing (unernploynent) and more parents
working at jobs within the community (change in
patterns), makes it harder for young peopre
to learn the traditional skilrs that are so much a part
of their curture. young peopte still enjoyed hunting,
trapping, and living at the fishcaurps but there is ress
opportunity for thern to be a part of this rifestyre and
they see less of a future in it. At this point they see
very few options for emproyrnent in the conmunity; few
things to aspire to. These chir-dren are a generation
caught in changing times.
ftYa the kids, the kids behavior has
changed a rot.
Like they donrt tend to listen to their parents more,
because they have these video machines, they have these
tapes, theyrve got these TVrs they can watch atl night.
Those nintendos, cause v¡erve got one there, the saga. My
son sits there for 3 or 4 hours at a tine, just rooking
at that, he plays with it, that saga. And he doesnrt
really listen, the kids donrt listen to their parents.
Not like when we were across (the lake) r $rê didnrt have
nothing like that. we reatly stick to home eh. Ànd
that there was not that much drinking. since we moved
across, everybodyts drinking.tr (Janet)
employrnent
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rrThe young ones speak

Engrish, they watch so much
TV- when r first taught nursery in 1,974 the kids came
speaking no English, just cree. They needed a native
person at that level, that's why they put us down there.
But r enjoyed it. Like r talked and they understood,
they rearned so fast. Then TV came and they started
speaking English. Tv started when the whore town moved
to this sider ürê used to be across now vre moved to this
side. They got electricity, everything stopped, they
didntt have to go get their ov/n water, they didnrt have
to go get their own wood, yoü know they had to do all
those things for themselves, they had to wash their
own clothes they didn't have machines and stuff rike

that.

lazier and l_azier.il (Margaret)
While visiting the community, one can see
connections to the past. r was there in october and al_l_
throughout the rnonth there were people leaving for the
traplines, going until the fur auction in December.
students brought ptarnigan that they had shot to their
teachers for a gift. An elder visited a grade 3 crass
and showed the chil-dren how to skin and cook a rabbit.
Í{omen, young and o]d, were sewing beads on leather to
adorn moccasins, mittens and jackets. sorne people were
drying moosemeat and hides from the faIÌ hunt. people
of all generations spent much of their tine in the
So we became

outdoors

children and adults both had the support and the
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benefits of interdependance that comes with the extended
fanily. often 3 generations lived within the same home
or even if their parents had their o\r'n place, children
often srept at Grandmars house for a few days at a tine.
Another custorn that is a component of the extended

family was that of rnothers raising their daughterrs
first child or cousins living furr-time with aunts and
uncres. The textended farnilyr has a more far-reacrring
meaning here than in southern society.

while visiting the community r arso saw signs of
change; positive changes within the cornmunity. Àt the
tirne of the flooding Manitoba Hydro worked out a
compensation deal with the community. one of the most
positive outcomes of this compensation was the building

of Big sand Lodge. The community ov¡ns and operates this
fishing and hunting lodge whose crientere come from many
countries to fish and hunt in the wird northern country.
The lodge provides more than just direct employment for
community members. There is pride and the positivë

feelings of self-sufficiency; for the guides there is
the joy of doing a job that one roves; for the women
there is a prace to selr their handiwork; and for the
community there is the extra meat that the guests canrt
take home with them.
The community has arso used compensation money to
build fishpJ-ants in south rndian Lake and at a northern
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si-te. These plants employ community members and are
used to process the fish which is then sent south for
sale.

fn the communj_ty today there is a noticable
difference in the activities of the different
generations in south rndian Lake. The children who were
of school age hrere very invorved in the school and the

activities which it offered. During non-school tímes,
they spent much time outside sredding and playing in the
snohr. when r asked the kindergarten class to draw
pictures of their favorite v¡inter and summer activities,
they all drew scenes from times spent outdoors. order
children enjoyed visiting each other, hanging out at the
school in the evenings, warking around town and skidooing in the winter, boating, fishing and swimming in
the sunmer" During the sunmer, the Northern Red cross
program comes to the communi-ty but there are not many
other things organized for them outside of schoor; they
organize most of their activites themselves. There was
a great deal of talk about the fact that there was not
enough for the children to do and that they v¡ere getting
themselves into trouble; a synptom of a changing
lifestyle within the cornmunity.
.â,Ithough the whole community hras involved in
traditional activities such as hunting, trapping,
fishíng, and berry-picking, it seemed like it was the
adults over 35 or 40 who participated in these
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activities most often. Many felt the puII to the lakes
and the bush and got away whenever they courd. Many of
the ordest adults, the elders, stirl rived the lifestyle
they had grown up with, moving between the traprine and
fishcamps, hunting and gathering food, fixing hides
however they are spending more time in the settlement
due to changing patterns in the natural worl_d. The
store was a place where people who werenrt working or
out in the bush met each other. During most ti-mes of
the day, people could be seen at the store or in the
area spending time tarking to each other. Not al_I was
positive as there s¡ere signs of probrems such as
alcoholism and abuse.
The generation that seemed the most lost was that
of the young adurts. schoor and the routine that it,

provided was over, some had tried university or high
school in the city but had returned home. They stilI

enjoy fishing and trapping and the lifestyre that goes
with these activities but they canft make a riving from
it as their parents did.
rn many of the homes r visited there s/ere young
adults home watching TV for hours on end. The young

often had littIe children to look after, âD
occupation that keeps thern very busy and changes their
lives drastically. Many of the young men spent their

u/omen
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days watching TV, going for warks and partying, waiting
for busier times.

Kelly: So Cam what do you do for recreation now?
Cam (21- year old): Watch TV.
Patti (18 year old): Watch movies.
cam: Ya and draw unemployment rtir r go back to Big
Sand.

Ke1ly: What else do you do?
Cam: Party, play cards, and go out for walks.
Kelly: D9 people your age have a lot of parties in the
winter?

Ya...a11 year. (haha) All year long.
Vivian: ff it's not poker, it¡s the party:
Kelly: so you work seasonal eh, work hard arl summer and
relax all winter?
cam: well the fur prices are down this year so no one is
interested in going out.
Kelly: so people wirl trap when they will get good money
for it?
Cam: Yâ, but the prices are getting lower every year.
Cam:

positively of employment
but there arenrt enough jobs in south rndian Lake for
everyone who wourd like to work. with the moving of the
settlement there v¡ere some jobs created but as the
number of people who trap and fish decrines, there is
not the same increase in employrnent wíthin the
community. Many of those that have employment, created
it for themselves. rtrn order to stay in a prace like
this you have to create your own job, therers no
Many young people thought
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industry" rf you don¡t create your os/n job, how the
hell- is it going to come to you.r (I^Iillian)
Frank and Lesrie are young men who have found
alternati-ves for themselves and they explain hortr one has
to make things happen or you become too easiry drawn to
rrr guess if you put your mind to it there's
inactivity"
lots to do, other people say there isnrt lots to do
around here. you have to make up your own things r
guess. Like they say therers not enough things, like if
there¡s a pool har-l, they usualì-y go to the pool hal1,
but you could go skídooing, do some work like chop wood
or something. so r guess it's the way you 100k at it.
canf t become a couch potatoe. (Kerly: I.Ihat do most of
the guys your age do?) Drink, hang out, they d.onrt do
nothing, just drink. r guess they mostly wait for the
trapping season or the fishing season and work then eh.
But most of them donrt go out, cause they donrt feel
like it. Yâ, they get l.azy.r (Frank)
rroh ya we used to do just the schoor
activities êh,
volIeyball and fl-oorhockey and that, school oriented.
Now r do more like they (his parents generation) do, nov/
you do your own thing eh. you arways find something to
do, never without anything to do up here, make your time
useful
."Me and my cousin used to go everyday
hunting, go for a few hours. Never get bored of it êh,
just enjoyed doing it. Just being outside, being with
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friends, instead of just sitting around and doing
noÈhing, go out and kil1 6 hours doing that eh, you
donrt get bored of it. . . . Depends on the ti-me of year
too eh, do different things in the sunmer. But therers
a lot of jobs around here, cutting and hauring wood and
all that. I'm going out to the trap line with my
brother if we ever get in gear. " (Leslie)
The problems experienced by the young adults are
recognized by the leaders in the community and there are
people working on solutions. ilya, well Irm the
employrnent group, with the community for change. We
have a group here, itrs calIed the community for change.
Therers about 7 different groups, each group has a job
to do. ftm with the employment. Big Sand is part of
it, that's the start, creating ernployment. We have
about 30 people emproyed there last sunmer. I{e,l_l_ have
more people next sunmer and hopefully h¡erre going to
branch out to other things. our plan is to get rid of
the welfare office and put an employment office there.
Even this ur and wel-fare, the government shourd put alr
that money together and put everybody to work. Therers
no such thing as unemployment. people have to work for
a living, if yourre not sick, v¡hy should you be on
welfare. Therers somebody working day and night, and
yourre sitting at home watching TV and having a beer and
therets nothing i¡i/rong with you. r don I t think that's
fair, r don't think it should be like that. Everybody
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should go out and work, earn his living like everybody
else does, whose abre to work. you canrt terr rne

therers no work in the community, therers a r-ot of work
in the communj_ty for somebody who wants to work.
...Therers fishing and trapping. Those trapline
holders, they could empl-oy 2 or 3 people, êh. Take them
out there and put then to work. Helpers, ya helpers.
But ur and v¡elfare is a bad thing. peopre would rather
stay home and collect welfare than going out to work and
make a living
.we buirt the fish plant here that
empl0yed some people
.rrm on the cornmunity Futures
committee, r just got erected, r just started going out
to the meetings. rrve been to a couple of meetings for
that, r tm suppose to go to another one on the 4th. They
have a similar goaI, those guys do. rtrs government
funded eh, they¡re trying to create ernployment in the
north, conmunity economic development. " (Tom)
rt...weIl- things wourd have to be different now than
r was growing up, everything has to be organized
and structured and if that was being done with
everything in town here, wêrd see thern getting involved,
Èhings would be more positive
.We11, even the
recreation thing, you know, get that organized, the
sports. Not only with the order ones but with the
younger ones. But also you have come the full circl_e
with the community as a whore, like the organizations.
when
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The main one might be the welfare system, r always think
that shourd be a work project more than anything erse,

for the betterment of the community. Because r think
that reaIly spoils a 1ot of our young peopre, rike at a
certain time of the month they go wait for this cheque
or voucher and thatts arl some of them do. Like if they
worked 2 weeks out of the month that they are receiving
this
.r think just keeping the upkeep of the town
would be a full tine job for j_O or 20 of our young
people. And sometimes peopre are different and you have
to understand that, but r thínk along the way you wilr
build a rot of serf-esteem when they see what theyrve
accomplished and how good it rooks. some you probabry

wouldnrt get that through to but (haha) r always say if
you can get through to one, thatrs a gain
.These

things we u/ere rooking at from our compensation
from hydro. one of our projects is the Big sand Lodge,
that I s one and r¡¡e v/ere trying to look around for others.
Even looking at recreation complex, maintaining and
running that would create jobs and also have a
recreation area thatrs realry needed in the community.
so we are throwing alr kinds of ideas around and we may
come up with a good one (haha) . " (Hi1da)
At this point the community uses the schoor for
sport and recreation. The gym is open in the early
every evening for the schoor-aged children and in the
rater evening for adults. volleybarr was the rnaín
vtrere
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activity but there v/as controversy over who should be
using the gyn which evenings. According to most people
Monday evenings hrere f or

the men, Tuesday f or the lüomen,
I¡lednesday was co-ed, and Thursday v¡as open. Many of the
women fert they v¡erenrt being gíven their fair time and
many men felt that there hrerenrt enough women using
their time so they coul-d use it for them. During the
month that r was in the community, three out of four
tirnes co-ed evening was arso menrs night and there hrere
no womenrs evenings. As weII, the gym was only open a
few times during that month for the children and the
reason given was that there rârere not enough volunteers
to supervise. on some saturday afternoons a group of
men sometimes play floor hockey in the gym and or the
community ha1l. There is an outdoor rink that is not
used as often as some would Ìike. rt was used by the
screaming Eagles womenrs Broombarl team at one point,
but now there do not seem to be any organized teams.
the adolescents play pick up games of hockey or football
and hang out at the rink but it is hard to maintain due
to large amounts of snow. Most people prefer to skate
on the Ìake when the bays freeze and the snowfarl is
1ight.
The community has a building which they have
designated as a youth center but it wasnrt open when r
was there and there were no volunteers set up to run ir
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in the near future. The children did keep themsel_ves
busy pJ-aying outdoors, ski-dooing, sledding and
generaÌly hanging out. Many of them came to the gym at
night to watch the volreyball and the older boys (grade
nines) played with the men. som-e of the grade nine
girls played on the co-ed evening as welI. There was a
general feeling amongst the adults of the community that
more was needed for the children to do and that a
recreation complex with an ice ri_nk would help in that

direction.
the gym and sports, r observed a few other
activities that had a spirit of camaraderie. Every home
thaÈ r visited in the community had a great abundance of
coffee cups and people dropping by. rrvtho wants coffee?
Thatrs one thing, you never get hungry in this town.
(haha)t' (George) '!ùe arenrt gonna drag you out, rike if
Beyond

you donrt want to visit usr'rrm not going to go rook for
you. ...but yourre accepted as a friend if you show

your face.rt (IrIilliam) ttvisitingt'r ês in the past, was
still an enjoyable experience for most everyone.
Evenings in the wi-nter were also spent visiting but
with another objective. poker Í/as a great way to spend
an evening (or perhaps a few nights and days on end) for
many of the adults, young and ord. ilwe play for 2 days,
2 days straight with no sleep. The time r won s3ooo, r
didntt sleep for 2 nights.rr (cam) rn some fanilies

Bl-

poker v/as as traditional as fishing and hunting. rpoker

thatrs activity!', (George)
lthile visiting the community, one gains a sense of
the present curture. stítr today chirdren grov/ up
learning about the natural worrd and watching as their
older siblings and parents participate in the
traditionar activities of hunting, berry-picking,
trapping and fishing. They look fondly on thetimes
they have spent in the outdoors at the físhcamps and
traprines but the times are fewer for them as cornpared
to older generations and seem to becoming fewer even
stiIl.
The leisure and recreation experiences of the
community are a mix of activities that have been learned
in school and what has been learned from the traditional
lifestyle.
As more time passes since the fl-ood, the
culture continues to change and many people within the
--

nov/

community wonder what the future hords for todayrs
youth.
The people of south rndian Lake hrere tied to their
land and their lake in alr aspects of their lives. By

destroying the lake and itrs surroundings, one destroys
the way of life these people have known for hundreds of
years. over the years, many have risen to the chalrenge

of rebuilding on what was left but they are changed
forever and further changes are continuing to happen.
one is not sure if the changes would have occured

a2

without the flood, but there would definitely have been
more time to adjust and the changes would have been
chosen by the people, not for them.
rrltrs so different now than it was before. ...I
just like to wark around and just remember what it was
1ike.tt (Margaret)
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CHAPTER FIVE

The Meaning of Leisure in South Indian IJake
The central purpose of thís study was to determine

the meaning of leisure to the people of south rndian
Lake" By reading the description of the community, one
has obtained a picture of everyday rife in south rndian
Lake, past and present, through the eyes of the people
who live there. r believe that with this picture one
will better understand the conceptuarization of l_eisure
prevalent in South Indian Lake.
$rhat follows is the description of the themes which
have emerged from the data corlected in south rndian
Lake. These themes outrine the components of the
conceptualization of l-eisure in this community. rn most
cases the people thernserves express these ideas and
concepts with stories, anecdotes and expranations of
their life in the north. within the descrÍption of each
theme, r have used rerated literature, and member checks
to validate the findings. Locke(1989) states that
validation can also come from the readers themselves.
To put it as plainly as possible, the reader
confers validity on accounts with which they
agree. ft is the reader who must say ryes, given
the evidence you have presented, thát. is á
reasonable
reconstruction of what was going on'r(pg. 13).
Love of the Outdoors -- An Inner Drive
Itr like it out there, r l-ike the country, r tike being
out in the bush. Arthough r vrasnrt born in the bush, r
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t¡as born in the community here. But r like being out
there. r just rike to go out there. ...ah that sunset
and the snov¡. . . (Janet)
As we now knowo Iífe in south rndian Lake has
always been intimately tied with the lake and the
outdoors. rt is no wonder then that much of the

description of reisure takes pÌace in the natural
environment. when ref lecting on tirnes when they lrere
most happy, the rnajority of the peopÌe interviewed

referred to time spent in the outdoors. The activities
themselves varied but a co'nmon therne arose which
indicates that leisure is influenced by an inner drive
to be outdoors.
one of the components that Godbey(r-98i-) gives to

leisure is that of inner compulsion. r...Ieisure is
behavior which draws us to something'r (pg. 10). For the
peopre of south rndian Lake, this inner compulsion is to
be outside"

frOutside. I,Ialking, around, goÍng for waÌks,
skidooing in winter, ín the sunmer we usually go for
boatrides. rtrs nice to be outside. Fresh air.rl
(Justine)

shirley describes her desire to get outsíde after
spending the summer at university in Brandon.
'This was
the time when r was stilr going to summer school_ and rrd
get back around August and werd arways plan to go out
before school started because rrd miss it because rrd
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have the sunmer all at university and rrd have to get
out. so we¡d always pran for that and werd be out for

a

week, 2 weeks out at camp
somewhere. And thatrs all we used to do is pick berries
and the boys would enjoy the beaches. rl
Although steve is a quiet man he was able to

clear in the following excerpt, his desire to

make

be

outdoors.

Kelly: so

whgn you get a day off in the sunmer, what do
you like to do?

Steve: Go in the bush, further in the bush. Oh yes.
Took a couple of weeks off and went northi¡est for
a few days. Flew up to the tundra. r donrt rike
to go where therers a 1ot of people. Like being
by myself.
Kelly: Irlhy do you go off j-nto the bush?

steve: r donrt know, it's what r grew up with. you can
think clearly out there. Cet awai, from things.
Ke1ly: Irlhen youtre home here in the winter do you spend
most of your time at horne r+ith your fanity?
Steve: On weekends I like to go out trapping and
hunting, every weekend
Kelly: rf you could be doing anything what wourd it be?
Steve: frd be out in the bush. Ird be out"
From young to ord, when asked about the things they
enjoyed the most, the people of south rndian Lake all
had stories to terl about enjoyable times in outdoors.
Alvin, who is fourteen years o1d, tells a story of
an exciti-ng experience he had. r'Me and my dad went
hunting, when was it, this spring,ya, we went down to
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Èhe channel, as v/e were corning backr rrê hrere going

through this 30 foot ice hole full of water out in the
middre of the laker vr€ didnrt see it cause the sun v¡as

refl-ecting off the ice. My dad was in front of me with
his citation and r was in back with my Long Track, r was
going fuII brast. r just r-ooked at corky and we v/ere
looking at the ice and v¡hat not and my dad went in the
water l-ike that, buried right up to the skis and me and
ny friend, just went in the water furl blast. Ànd we
were going on top of the water and we made it right

across, r didntt think we would eh, r just kept going.
My fríend l-ooked sideways and his skidoo started going,
r grabbed my dad and l-eaned this way just as hre hit the
ice, we bounced up. He bounced off and frew by but r
hung on to him and pressed the brakes and we just turned
right around. ya, there was ice here and we came on to
the ice at the edge. r grabbed rny dad right here.
- -.his skis caught, he went in the water, jumped on the
ice and pulled hirnself up. [.Ie got a rope and pulled the
machine out. This was the first tirne r hit water.
Skidoos can go on water, thatrs cool.rl
Thirty-six year old suzanne telrs of her adventures
moose hunting. rtsometimes we stay out over night. Last
tirne r went moose hunting we went inrand by plane, it
was beautifur. rn the farl, and r think we stayed 2
nights. the first night we just set camp and the next
morning we got up early and we started. Irre went in the
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canoe eh. r had those boots with heers on them, my
husband was getting mad at me, rnext time v/e come

hunting, donrt wear high heersr (hahaha). Those are not
high heers, those are rubber boots. He was scared rrd
put my heer thru his canoe (haha). Therers one thing
about this hunting that rrrr arways remember. r always
telI him, r donft think r'r1 forget this hunting trip.
I¡Ie were paddling along the shore and a]l of a sudden we
see those big antlers, ít was so beautiful, r said r¡11
never forget this picture. rtrs too bad r didn't take
my camera. He was so beautiful, r was sitting in the
back eh, cause he had to sit in the front cause he was

going to shoot. r could see the place where the bulrs
were fighting, looked IÍked a burl dozer had worked
through there, the trees were down and everything. rt
was the first

time rrve seen that, r donrt think r wil-l_
forget this hunting trip. rt was so beautiful
Uh
huh, it was nice out there, it was beautiful. rrd Like
to get stuck out there, if the plane didnrt come. cause
that morning when we got up, the lake was frozen eh, and
ít had started blowing. I really enjoyed rny trip."
rsabelle, who is in her sixties, has red a rife of
activity and speaks with fondness of spending time in
the open air. ilI do anything, pick berries, anything.
Just take a paddJ-e and away r go. Three mires, eight
mi-Ies, r go pick. rtrr do anything, r donrt mind it. r
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never get l0nesome. r glad to say rrm not a bear. The
bear stays once a year in a hore right (haha). Thatrs
no good. IrIe have a tent sometimes in the winter, using
snares, catching rabbits. rrm used to that, cause r was

born outside.

rl

$Ihen discussing my

findings with WiIIian, he
emphasized the idea that the outdoors is part of the
leisure experience. r... outdoor activities.
Most
people donrt enjoy indoor activities unress they
participate in something, just like a must. outdoor

activities

is a natural thing.rt
$le may not choose leisure but rather !,/e are
cornpelled to it.. . ".choosing to play tennis is
one thing;_needing to follow aftei sãrnething one
finds in playing tennis is sornething etsã
(Harper, L9B6; pg. 123).
"ú"i"
The people of south rndian Lake are drawn to the
outdoors. when r asked Hilda about this she said, r,rt
just seems that at certain ti-rnes of the year, like
spring, itrs in you, rike at certain times of the year
you just gotta go and thatrs all there is to it. same
thing in the falr with the trappers, like right nor,,/,
itts october, and the rast 2 weeks thatrs arl yourve
been hearing people talk about. rtrs that tirne of the
year and they gotta go.rt
Closeness to Nature

our grandparents of ord are saying, ,Listen to her, all,
listen to the Earth our Motherl tó'what she is
=.yír,j."
people, listen ?11. (Mohawk words of Thanksgivini,
á=
quoted in Canadian Outward Bound, l_991; pg. le),
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Respect and admiration of the naturar worrd are
concepts often interconnected with the native people of
canada. The same is true with the people of south

rndian Lake. As stated above, leisure is associated
with an inner drive to be outdoors. Leisure is arso
felt when nature can be observed and experiencedr. when
feerings of appreciation and a sense of awe for the
beauty of the natural world arise.
rrr guess that's one of the other things too, when
yourre out there, itrs the natural- beauty. yourre
looking around, it's there, itrs not been destroyed, or
anything. The beauty of nature is all around you. Àr1
the sounds you hear are not things you hear on a daily
basis here (in the community) . " (Shir1ey)
rrNature, r rearry rove nature,
iust walk around in
the bush, looking, listening to the birds and the
animals.

tt (Ernrna)

rrMoose,

I like seeing moose cause theyrre nice and
big. f like looking at rnallards cause theyrre colorful_.
r like geese. r like swans, therers a rot of thern. rn
North rndian there r s a rot of sÌ¡rans, in the spring tine.
I tike watching them, especially when they fIy, big
white cloud.rr (Frank)
rrEvery tine we go some place we make a
fire,

to be
staying along the shores looking for rittle rocks that
are beautiful- Any shapes, some of them are frat, some
of them are really big squares. rtrs really neat. And
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the leaves, r even pick up leaves sometimes and put them
on my book and dry them out. Cause I enjoy them,
especialJ-y in the farl, they turn red just like mapre
leaves. r like doing thíngs like that. you see alr_
kinds of shapes like wirlows, anything, l-ike sticks that
are floating, they float up on shore, they dry out and
become white. They look so nice. r think too, they take
the shape like an animal.n (Vivian)
Leisure is fert when peopre are croser to the worr_d
unchanged by humans and have a greater ahrareness of
their senses. rrwelI, there are noises out there. rtrs
not completely quiet. you can hear quite a bit of the
wind, when hIe were out there. But I donrt find it too
noisy and r like that. Just the natural noises. Being
outdoors, like the bÍrds, the squirrels, anything you
know. rt sure beats -rrlatch out for that car! r (hahah¿¡tt
(tune1ia)

rrr like to walk around in January when itrs rearly
cold, just to stand outside and go for a waIk, like the
noise you make when yourre outside and it's really cold
in January, with your feet (haha) . r' (Vivian)
rrJust for a watk, go snaring rabbits or go with
t
somebody when they go lift their snares, just to you
know see the snovJ, feer the cord. Just to be outside.'r

(Janet) rrltrs so nice, especially when itrs ca1m, you
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hear the loons, all the birds. r really enjoy life on
the trapline. rr (Vivian)
lrI like nature, the birds, the acorns you fi_nd on
the ground, the smeIl...r (Brenda)
The manner in which these people relate to the
natural world is consístent with the philosophy of their
ancestors- rrü7e see ourselves as part of nature, hre
relate to it spiritually
.we had a great deal of
reverence towards nature, but we also felt intimate with
it: hre looked into the water and it was like brood in

our veins. " (pelletier | !971-)
The idea that the naturar worrd and the outdoors
are integral components of leisure can be supported by
examining the attitudes and life experiences of the

peopre. rrBear doesntt bother nobody, hers just like a
human being, you go hang some fish there, herlI come and
take some and he'l-l just walk away. r seen a lot of them
this sunmerr rnrê caught one, there outside, a brack one.
Thatrs how we know the anirnals are not wird, if you
donrt hurt thern really you know, if you keep on feeding
them, the more you get animals. same with the peopJ_e
êh, feed thern and theytll come around..rl
with these thoughts, rsabelle expresses the idea
that the human race is an equal and integral element
within nature. she also implies that humans need not
see the natural world and its conponents as frightening
or unfamiliar.
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Brendafs story of a time when she was onry six
years ord and lost in the woods herps us to see that to
these people the wilderness is comfortable and amicabl_e

place to be. 'The way r was brought up because we were
arways out in the bush, and. then just doing whatever r
want, getting lost. rrve been lost twice when r was
about 6. we used to have our cabin just over there eh,
or our house, the HBCo used to be on this side, so you
used to go for a walk, one time my older brother and my
grandmother set off for the store, êh, to get some
supplies, so r forlowed thern. But r got rost, that hill
there, thatrs where r got lost. r stilr remember, r was
eating berries off the moss¿ r was getting hungry. rt
was getting late and then we had this big dog, his name
was Thunder, and it just so happened that one of the
guys was warking, r guess Thunder had found me, and he
just decided to stay with me and he was just wandering
around roaming around where r was. so his name was
simmons, he was walking by and he noticed Thunder and he
went to find out what was happening and he found me
sitting there eating moss berries. He took me home.
(Ke1ly: were you scared?) r donrt know, arl r remember
is that it was getting Iate, but it was in the surnmer so
it was nice. Ar1 r did v¡as, like r asked hirn to take me
home in Cree, I was telling hin that f got lost.rt
Both rsabellers story and Brendars memories support
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the ídea that they see the naturar world differently
than most of us in the southern society. They see the
wilderness as a beautiful and welcoming place to spend
time" snyder(1990) explains that in most societies
rrw¡ildrt i-s associated with violence and
wil_derness being
a place of danger and difficulty.

Every shining pine needle, every sandy shore, every
mist in the dark woods, every ciearin| u"a-nú.*ing'
insect is holy in the memory and expeíi"rr""
people. ,Teach your children what wä have taught
"t;y
our children,
that the Earth is our mother. itre
ri-vers our brothers, they quench our thirst and
feed our children. The aif is precious to
red
*'an, for aII things have the sarne breath __the
the
beast, the tree, the human, they arr share the same
breath" And what are humans witñout the beasts?
all the beasts hrere gone, humans wourd die from a rf
great l0neliness of spirt (chief seattle, L854; as
quoted in Caduto & Bruchac, 1988 ì pg. 4).

Pursuit of Freedom
Freedorn -- the feering that a weight has been
lifted and that one can throw her shoulders back and
take a deep breath. A sense of freedom brings light,heartedness and the ability to dance. one becomes
empowered and strong.

The pursuit of freedom is a quest that human beings
have been undertaking for centuries. Freedom can take

on many forms and can have many meanings. rn most
definitions and conceptualizations of leisure, freedom
is a prominent idea (ManneII & Brad1ey, l_986; Bregha,

1985; rso-Ahola, t979). The pursuit of freedom is also
a significant factor in the conceptuatization of leisure
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in south rndian Lake and takes on more than one meaning.
Three main concepts of freedom became evident; freedom
of choice, freedom from outside pressures and freedom of
space

"

rrr love the outdoors, r donrt know r just feel free
when f go out there, at peace, d.onrt worry, do what you
want. Therers no drunks out there in the camp.
sometimes r just go out there by myself and just sit
there by myseIf." (Florence)
Freedom of Choice
one important aspect of leisure to the individual-s
of the community v¡as that of freedom of choice, being
able to choose what to do with their time. fsoAhola (1979) supports this idea when he states that
freedom of choice in participation is considered an
integral factor in the definition of 1eisure.
Many people from the community talked of tirnes
spent on the trapline or in the fishcamps. one of the
major factors that influenced their enjoyment of these
times was the ability to choose what to do and when to
do it,.
vivianrs description of her life at the fishcarnp is
the essence of this theme. rr think rrm pretty wetr my
own boss,

f do anything f like to do (haha), work or
just sit down and do nothing. whatever r feel like
doing, thatrs what I do. If f want to enjoy myself, f
enjoy... Real life and free, yoü coutd do anything you
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hlant. Here (in the community) you canrt do anything."
Brendars explanation of rife at the sunmer home
gives one a sense that there is freedom to do as one
pleases. rfwe l-isten to music, wê wash clothes off the
dock in the open water, I 1ike that, go canoeing, go
visiting down the river. There are about 4 other cabins
down the river.
They're mir-es apart, êh. Ànd swim,
sleep, eat, a lot of eating. Usually evenings we have a
pickerel fry, Iike almost every other day. r,
Gail works at Big sand Lodge and describes why she
enjoys her life there" rrtrs nice out there because you
get all your work done and the guys are out hunting and
you get the meal ready and you more or less get the day
to yourself. Reading or just wandering around in the
bush or go out in the boat, go out and pick berries,
f ishing, it I s nice. rl
The freedom to choose $ras not only rerevant to rife

on the trapline or at the fishcamp. when asked what she
would do if she could do anythinE, Hilda expÌained,
I'Again r just think rrd probabry stilr be involved (in
working with the community) but arso doing things that r
like, like being free to do what I wanted next. rl
Fred would like to pursue the rife of a musician
because of the freedom it allows. rrMusic, rtd rike to

do it fuIl time. set your own tirne, go at your pace,
not 9 to 5. rl
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Freedom from Outside pressures

one of the factors necessary for leisure according
to Bregha(J-985) is freedom from outside pressures or
freedom to enjoy leisure in peace. The people of south
fndian Lake agree with this idea.

rrI guess itts all the..., when yourre out there,
therers not so many things that you have to worry about,
rike r have to get this done, r have to get this done,
yourre always, like when yourre at home, yoü always have
something that you have to do. But when yourre out
there, it seems like yourre free and therers nothing
that you have to get done by this tine, yourre just free
and yourre there to enjoy a lot of yourre freedom.
Thatrs what T find most, is that r have nothing to worry
about, to get done. Everything r left is at home. when
f get back, thatrs another day.rr (Shir1ey)
rrWe1l youtre on your ov¡n. No boss, you
donrt give
a shit what happens, just enjoy life, that¡s it, donrt
worry about nothing, nobody to answer to, you donft have
to pay taxes in the bush (haha). you donrt buy nothing
so you donrt pay nothing. Just go walk in the
wilderness... ya, youfre at peace in the bush eh,
closer to your creator. IVhen you are in town you
forget. Therers too many distractions, everybodyrs
rushing around, they don't know where in the he1l
theyrre going. r! (Ton)
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¡rOut

there, therers not the tirne, here you have to
do everything by a certain time, but over there you
donrt have to rush back and forth for anything. rtrs
nice.rr (Margaret)
described this freedom from pressure in
relation to their farniJ-y and children. rya, I 1ike
I¡Iomen

being away" Especiatly in the sunmer. r know where my
kids are in the evenings so r donrt have to run around
and look for them. rr (Suzanne)
t'Ya, free from rush and be able to spend time with

your kids and them being with you instead of being with
other kids and them being influenced by other kids. you
get a chance to influence thern" you realIy get that
time with your kids. you realry get to know each other,
to really conmunicate with each other. Ànd also you
telling thern things that you rearned when you were kids,
they just want to hear everything. rt just amazes them
when they hear things from some of the problems in town.
(Virginia)
ttYa, T'd like to take thern hunting, even if

we

donrt kifl anything, just to be out there. Show them
that therers more to do around here than go out and get
drunk all the time.rr (Frank)
rrPeopJ-e are happy to be out there. Too
expensive to
live here, Do employment, no work,rt (Isabelle)
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rrToo

costly to rive here and on top of that people
bother yoü, f like to have that lake.il (John B)
Leisure arso provides freedom from the pressures of
empl0yment. 'Jtrs realIy funny, but what r find is that
when r realIy had a bad day in schoor, r automaticarry
pick up that and it just helps me feel reraxed and just
calming down. you know, thatrs the tirne r see myself
picking up a lot of that type of thingr you know just to
be working so that ny mind is off things. That's the

time that r find most, that r grab things right away.
Especially if r had a hectic day at schoor. I,Ihen r go
home thatrs what r want to do right away, r want to pick
up on rny knitting and stuff like that." (Shir1ey)
Freedom of Space
The environment surrounding the communj_ty has

infruenced the concept of reisure.

The people enjoy

activities that give them the opportunity to reave the
town behind and go wherever the wind (or skidoo) takes
them. Leisure provides the feeling of freedom one
experiences while roaming the lake and the woodsr. a
feeling that the worrd has no boundaries and that there
is no end to the wird spaces around you. ,Therefs an
esker (large hill reft by the graciers) there, right
along síde our cabin, like it's r-4 hundred feet high.
Once you get on top, you just walk tüay up high, wây down
for miles, with your moccassins on. il (John B)
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r¡skidooing, I just love skidooing... Just, yoü
can
go anywhere, like anywhere through the woods, across the
1ake. A lot of times you can go back behind here. rt¡s
like a boat r guess. rt'Il take you anln¡¡here you want

to go- Thatrs the good thing about boats in the sunmer.
It's nice, brings you freedom." (Brenda)
rrBut the whole day was spent, like yourd
be in the
boat all the time just going out to these spots where
the berries were, and yourd go up on these high eskers
and come back down and have a snack and go back up, then
come home

late. rt (Shirley)

rrI spend everyday outside, do anything, keep busy,
anywhere, walk down, cut behind, donrt have to go
highway. Thatrs what r like, r wark all over when rfm
out there.. - yâ, take your pair of snowshoes and av/ay
you go. rr (f sabelle)
-- to do as your heart desires with no
pressures, no time constraints, and no boundaries.
Freedom

Positive Relationship with Self
rrrrve always wondered what it would have been
like
if we didnrt have hydro or anything, living the way we
have before. r'd like to go back to that. with no
running water, nothing. Doing everything on your ol¡n.
Hauling your own water, no taps to turn, cutting your
own wood, there was always something for you to do and
now things are becoming so easy, people are getting
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lazier. r would love to see back the way we v/ere.
Thatrs what ild l-ike. rf r coul_d go back 3_5 years down
the line and rive the way we were brought up. Maybe
thatts the reason why when r retire r want to go back to
the trapline, I guess.il (Shirley)
Another theme that arose from the data was that of

gaining a positive relationship with oneser_f. This
theme includes the components of self-reliance,
satisfaction and fulfirrment, self-esteem, and sense of
being productive, active and busy. Shirley,s thoughts
emphasize this sense of self-reliance and accornplishment
as well as the positive feelings created from being
productive and busy.
Self-reliance and Satisfaction
other people arso spoke of pleasurabr_e experiences
being those from which they gained a feeling of
satisfaction as they participated and a sense of
fulfill-ment upon cornpretion. These experi_ences required
self-reliance and resurted in positive feerings about,
self.
Lei-sure here is considered as a state of mind
or as the opportunity to engage in worthwhile
activities.
fts function iã tnat of personal
developmgnt. ...The spirit of leisurel according
to Robert Lee, is the spirit of rearning, of

="írcultivation(Godbey, 1981-, pg. 149) .
rrlr7ell you enjoy the outside part of the
activities,
campfire, setting up tents and stuff 1ike that.
whatever requirement for the hunt, yoü make preparations
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like
.you gotta dry out your furs, make stretchers,
cut wood, nothÍng is there handy, just turn on a switch,
you gotta prepare these things. whether i_t's night or
day, it doesnrt matter. r (I^Ii11ian)
one gains the sense that in describing times when
they hrere most happy, the people of south rndian Lake

talked of activities that brought them a sense of
furfil]nent and satisfaction through their own efforts.
t' (r enjoy) knitting, quitting,
r even make br-ankets
that are fuII of feathers" Those expensive ones, they
sell them in the stores for 4 or 5 hundred dollars, r
make my orrn. (Kelly: Do you get the feathers from the
birds you hunt?) yâ, the ducks and the geese. r donrt
have to pay that much for one btanket, I make my own. ï
make lots of quirts.
r like to use my hands, r never
use patterns. r make my ohrn curtains with a sewing
machine, but before r had sewing rnachine r used to make
a lot of things by hand. My mother and my grandmother
used to sevr a 1ot, she taught us how to ser¡/. she used
to thread her needre without rooking at the hole, r
donrt know how she did it and she used to sew not even
looking. The way she used to handle the needl-e.,
(Vivian)
t,Yâ, with the gas lamps, cook with fires,
it,s
nice, r miss that, cause thatrs arl we do when werre out
in the bush eh, v/e use the gas ranp and we have a stove

ao2

r¡¡ith 4 holes, you put your wood through there, put
coffee to heat up on there, yoü cook on there, bake on
there" You go gather up sticks for firewood, chop wood.
hlash your

clothes outside, hang them up outside.rl

(Brenda)

I'Like r say r rike volunteer work. And as long as
ï can do that, it makes me feer good, that rrm reaI]y
accornprishing sornething. sometimes it means that r have
to put my orá/n work aside and stuff 1ike that. ...I
enjoy it, f feel good when it¡s d.one.il (Hilda)
Productive and Busy
One of

the reasons people 1ike to be on the
trapline or at the fishcamps is because there is always
something to do. This feeling of being productive and
busy contributes to positive self-image.
steve: Irlake up when you want to, even when you try to
sleep in you canrt, too busy working like å aog.
Kelly: So you 1ike to be busy?
steve: Even if itrs just warking around, therers always
something to do. Just go over to your neighbors,
your11 find something to do.
vivian: Ya a lot of things. Not around here, this is a
J-azy community. (haha) I donrt do that much
work, like the work f do on the trapline. lrte
get up.earÌy and start working, t guess itrs
electricity too. I seem to be sleãping more
when rrm around here. But on the trapÍine r get
up at 6:00 in the morning, and I stay up all ãay
and work. f donrt get tired. Arounã näre f
always feel sleepy.
Kelly: fs that one reason why you 1ike it on the
trapline, because thereìs always work to do?
Vivian: Ya, therers always something to do.
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Being busy and active does not only rerate to time

on the trapline or at the fishcarnps. This component of
the therne was also present in descriptions of positive

activities

in the community.
rrYou arways find something to
do, never without
anything to do up here, make your time useful_. ...Me
and my cousin used to go everyday hunting, go for a few
hours. Never get bored of it eh, just enjoyed doing it.
. -.Just being outside, being with friends, instead of
just sitting around and doing nothing, go out and kirl 6
hours doing that, you donrt get bored of it.
(Lesrie)
rrBefore r worked here, r used to go fire fightinq
and look for all kinds of employment, do all sorts of
odd jobs, just to keep me busy and earn some money. I
donrt like sitting around
.r wouldn't want to just
sit around aIl- day and just talk to students. r like to
work with my hands, r rike doing things with my hands.
r wouldn't last long in the office, rrd get bored.rl
(Frank)

rrr like working at home, like r never sit around
for nothing. r have to find rnyself something to do, if
r donrt work inside, r have to work outside, anything, r
donrt care if r do the same things every day, rr11 do
things over and over. That's what r like, êh. r always
get up earÌy in the morning, like 7 0r 6:30 and start
working there on.rr (Enna)
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Leisure is free expression of self and of
satisfying reì-ationships for their own sake. rn
lei-sure even the act oi producing something rinas
its meaning in the act rãther thán the proáuct.
Real l-eisure and real work are both satistying,
fulfilling and profoundly human.
(I{elIy , J_982 , pg . LL7 )
Like many communities where there is a lack of
empl0yment, some people in south rndian Lake have
probrems with al-cohoI. one of the drawbacks to drinking
was the lack of activity

and satisfaction that one

received from life; as well as the lack of self-esteem
and self-respect. Tom describes how his rife changed
when he quit drinking.
rrI used to say tI have nothing to do', f was the
airport manager here for 3 years. r drank every weekend
cause I had nothing to do. I quit 5 years ago nohr I
arways have something to do. My work is never finished
and it's been 5 years since r quit, and r stilr haven't
finished my work around the house. There,s no such
thing as t r have nothing to dor , there I s a r_ot of work
to be done for somebody who wants to do it. ...ya, and
r guess the reason r drank a Iot, r was used to working
all ny life, and all of a sudden the doctor says you
canrL work, you gotta stay home for a yearr so r drank
just about every day. rt took me a couple of years to
realize f wasntt going anlrwhere, so f quit. Then f v¡ent

to training, r took general mechanics, then r took this
CHR training.
Itm alright now. (haha) rt
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Brendars thoughts emphasize the desire to be

involved in activities and experiences that contribute
to positive self-esteem and self-respect"
rrPeoplerve got more respect for me, Irve got more
respect for myself. r like who r am now. r want to do
more, whereas before r didnrt want to do nothing besides
drink- ooo it was disgusting... À rot of good things
happened to me that year, it was in January that r quit
drinking, and this job opening came up, there v/ere 3
teacher aids, Fred, myserf and another guy got hired.
And uh, retrs see what erse happened, r quit drinking, r
got this job, rtm stil1 here, this is rny second year eh,
f got may or¡rn place, Itm happy. f just enjoy life
more. ll

rn both Tom and Brendars thoughts one can see that
life is more pleasurable when one is active and
productive with their tine as well as when one
participates in activity that contributes to sel-f-esteem
(or when one doesntt participate in activity that breaks
down self-esteem).

Self-esteem

An integral concept within the theme rrposítive

relationship with selflr is that of serf-esteem. This is
an important component of the conceptualization of
leisure. My interpretation was that the description of
experiences that resulted in positive self-image (versus
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those that resurted in negative serf-esteem) contributed
to the conceptuarization of reisure. This j_dea becornes

evident through stories told by various conrmunity
members.
...f

caught a 1ot of animals, furs. Mostly
muskrats. one time this muskrat was from here to there,
100 yards that's far. My dad 1ent me a gür, he can
shoot anything, hers a good shot and rrm just a bit off
rr

from that.

so r shot the rnuskrat and r didnrt think r
hit it, it was right on the edge of the ice and r shot
it from a hundred yards and my dad said rr thÍnk you
missed itt - But it bounced up, r saw it jump, r thought
r hit it. r kept shooting, about 7 shots and we warked
up to it, there u¡as 7 hores in the muskrat. I{e took it

but there hras too many holes in it.rr (Alvin)
rrAbout 2 years ago f ki1led a moose myself
. t^Ie
were with rny daughter patti, my son and my husband,
there was 4 of us going down in the boat. My husband
had been hunting moose, but they kirled one moose
already, wê goE 2 that tiine. And coning home hre savt
this moose going up the hirl, so r tord my husband just
for fun r was going to shoot it, cause r never shot with
a 30-30 before. so he tord me go ahead, you tüonrt. kilr
it anyway, it was getting dark already. so r gave it a
shot and it went down, just one shot and r killed it.
(haha) So they v/ere just clapping their hands, hy
daughter and my son, 'Mom killed a mooser! And there it
home
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getting dark already, lots of mosquitosr so r had to
build that fire to herp my husband for the light to
dress up, skin the moose.rr (Vivian)
T¡/as

As Brenda and Frank point out when serf-esteem is
involved, one activity can be a reisure experience in
one encounter and not in another. .well_ vre hrere on the
B team, there was an A team. They went to Irlinnipeg and
we went to Lynn Lake. But we won up there against

s A team, their best team, high schoolr ürê beat
them and we were only in junior hiqh. That was the best
day of rny life (hahaha) . cause they were all so much
bigger too eh. But we beat them anyr¡¡ay. so that was
alright
.But like around here, r find that if you
screvr up in a game, like if you miss the bal1, if you
donrt volley properry, like if you carry the barl, r
find that the men get mad at you, and thatrs one of the
reasons why f wonrt play if there¡s men in the gym.
They ye]I at you and that yelling hurts. r don't like
that. Thatrs one of the reasons why r wouldnrt pray
last night. cause they do that. Even that day we
played volleybalr with the grade 9rs r was hurt because
(someone) said, 'play right or don't play at all',
thatrs what he said eh, so r just walked out, didnrt
come back. r don't like people telring me what to do.rt
Thompsonf

(Brenda)
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rrl donrt like playing with these guys
.They
think theyrre too good. Like if you do something v/rong,
they start yelling at you. They think they d.on,t make a
mistake eh- Thatrs what r don't rike about pJ_aying
sports with these guys, thatrs why I donrt play.ft
(Frank)

chick and Roberts(1989) calr experiences rike this
rranti-leisure -- game structure and context
characteristics that rnay dissipate or destroy
experiential qualities" (pg. 74). I.Ihire studying pool
league players they found that verbal abuse decreases
intrinsic motivation and can result in decrease in
participation
Extrinsic Motivation
Ànother component of this theme is the concept of
extrinsic motivat,ion and reward. Leisure experiences

are active and productive times which are motivated
intrinsically with feerings of satisfaction and
accomplishment, but there is also extrinsic motivation.
This is different from concepts of leisure as defined by
academics in southern North American curtures (e.g.,

shaw, 1985; rso-Àhola, rgTg). often community members
would describe enjoyabre times with reference to

of the conceptualization of leisure discussed
thus far; a sense of freedom, bringing them closer to
the natural worÌd, serf-reliance, productive, positive
self-esteem; and then mention that these activities also
components
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have something extrinsic to offer in the end. Extrinsic
benefits such as food, hides, money and better health
are positive outcomes of leisure experiences.
[People rea1ly enjoy it (hunting) They go out

in
"
the faIl to get their moose to last the winter. caribou
in the middle of the winter. rt's a big part of life.
Last year rny dad didnrt get a moose or a caribou, this
year he got both. He's happy. Last year he was so busy
he didnrt have time to go out. rtrs a big part, people
enjoy going out and getting what they need.. il (cail)
frAnd late suttrmer when the berries are
ripe, I go
berry picking. Thatrs the other thing I enjoy doing, is
berry picking and stocking up berries for the winter. r
do a lot of that.r' (Shir1ey)
rrThe fresh air, f donrt know, maybe
itrs part of us
that have grown up in the north. rt's just the thing to
do, just go, and you get the benefits, like if you snare
rabbits, you can eat them, use the fur. Just something
that's really a part of you.il (Hi1da)
rrÀ lot of women do beadwork, itrs recreational
but
at the same time you can get a few dorlars for it eh.rl
(wiIliam) "r think they're (wiId meats) healthy, like
you know therers no chemicals going into them, cause
yourre not putting all that stuff to preserve thern. And
itts cheaper. ya, peopre enjoy to go out and hunt for
their food, gives then something to do and you get
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something out of it,

either way. ...They use the hides
for mitts or mocassins, jackets, whatever. r (Arnelia)
¡r. -.r donrt consider store-bought
meat as hearthy.
Not realIy, when r see alr the chemicals dumped in the
grass for cows and pigs to eat, itrs not for me. rrd
rather have wird game, theyrre not fed on chemicals.
Thatrs part of the reason r like hunting, eating wird
food I guess.il (Wil1iam)
$Iork versus Leisure

of the leisure research of our society makes a
cl-ear differentiation between work and reisure (rsoAhola, 1980r. Cheek and Birch, 1976; Kelly, Lg72).
Much

Experiences that are seen as being productive or having
extrinsic rewards are often thought of as work but in

this situation r do not agree. one reason being that
many of the people describing the situati_ons above hrere
talking of tirnes separate from their jobs and the work
for which they get paid. They h'ere not obrigated to
participate in the experiences they h/ere describing.
Leisure is what one chooses to do with oners
free time. If it involves the feeling of
compulsion or obligation then it is nõt leisure.
Work on the other hand, involves obligation.
(Graham, McGiIl & perrin | lggT, pg. gl)
The second reason for disagreement can be found in
history. ItAmong non-industriarized societies work and
leisure are closely related and indistinguishable" (Noe,
1-970' pg. 34-35). untir very recently the community of
south rndian Lake was non-industriarized. There were no
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jobs that had time clocks or work schedules. t{ork and
leisure were intertwined and blended with one another
into a complete lifestyle.
This discretionary time, seg'mented approach to
lifer so pervasivè in the highry tecirirotogicar,
bureaucratic dominant society, i" contrarf to åne
more harmonious tribal rife in which therã is an
rrlnvisiblenessil of time
.The Indian has a
reverence_for 1ife, not for work per se. (Murphy
and Howard, 1977, pg. 45)
Although some people now have jobs within the community,
this outlook on life has persevered. To many, leisure
and work can stiLl be intertwined.
Godbey(r-991) has explained the distinction between
work and Leisure in that work is externarly compelred
and goal-oriented whereas reisure is internally
compelled, pleasing and worthwhile. He explains how, in
some instances work and l-eisure may be fused in that
rr...the same activity which satisfies an inner
compursion al-so satisfies externar cornpulsions, such as
the need for food and shelter.rr (pg. 96) This is
consistent with the descriptions given by the people in
this cornmunity.
rn his study of non-industrialized societies,
Noe(L97o) divided leisure into three categories.
lrork leisure incorporates any productive endeavor
in which lh" Tole participanÊ initj-ates the action,
decides the
finished outcóme and totally controls
t.he means of production.
Recreationar leisure includes any rule-rendering
game activity in which the raws óf chance, straúegy
or skill govern the conduct of role playeis.
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culturar leisure is any self-determined activity
that maintains or reinforces the idealogical
heritage of a sociar- system and provideã for the
creative pursuits of self, nanifãsted through the
innovation of ideas and things. (pg" 33-34)
of the stories told in this chapter fit, into the
category of work Leisure.

Many

positive Relationships with Others
Although not arl leisure experiences occurred with
other people, times that enabred community members to
enjoy positive rerationships with each other lrere
valued.

rrsocÍal interaction is one of the most important
reasons for or benefits of leisure participationrr (chick
& Roberts, 1989; pg " 76) "
The winter festival was such a tirne when the whole
community joined together to participate, spectate and

have fun.

rrfn March we have a festival, a 1ot of
going on. Snowshoeing, skj_doo races, trap

activity
setting all kinds of stuff pilrow fight,ing -- they build
a pratform, sort of a pore 6 feet off the ground that
people sit on. rtrs two poles like this with one cross
ways and the people sit on, sit on this rog, itrs really
funny. And therers pack racing, 25 pound pack on your
back and you run around a point and come back as fast as
you can do it. Therers bannoc baking, tea boiling on a
fire -- you build a fire and boil your tea as quick as
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you can, log sav/ing, fish-gutting,

nail driving, jigging
contest' moose-caIIing... The festivar is fun, you see
everyone together, the old people, the young ones, in
between the babies, Iots of babies.r (cail)
rrr like watching it, the competition. Everybodyrs
having a good time. Nobody gets mad. rtrs nice to see
the community do that, r onry happens once a year eh.
People enjoy themselves. r! (Frank)
Alvin speaks of a favorite activity of he and his
peers, where group spirit makes it a1l that more
interesting.
Alvin: Irlar, lik-"_we capture someone, torture them, but
like tickl-e torture 'til they cry and we tie thern
to trees.
Kelly: Do you J_et them go?
Àlvin: Nope, unless someone saves them. sometimes hre use
them for bait, like we tie theÍr feet to the
ground, and they canrt terr their brothers
that
theyrre not dead, and anybody that comes near
them, we catch them.
Kelly: so you have 2 teams, do you have boundaries?
Alvin: Yar wê have boundaries, we have rike a rine.
Werre on this side of.the bush, they come over,
we catch them. sometimes we go ovei and bring
them to our side of the bush. And then when
everybodyts on this side,
capturedr tr€ win.

shirley's thoughts refrect the positive feelings
towards community and group camaraderie. Although the
number of group events decreased after the fIood, there
is an effort to restore this sense of community through
activities for the whore town. rrlite still carry on the
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sliding events that we, rike when we r^/ere growing up v/e
used to go out to this isrand, big hilr they calr it.
Ttrs just the young people getting together and it was a
big sriding party. we'd just be out there and have a
bonfire after the sliding, after we finish sliding.
Those things l¡e can stiIl carry on, but one of the other
things thatrs the biggest change that r find is not so
many of the community people getting together to do
things. so they started rast year again, you know the
airport, people got together on Sunday, and they were
sliding down from the big hilr at the airport. ï'd like
to see that carry on. Bring some of the things back
that we used to do. And in the fa1l when hre were
growing up too, wê had the same thing, skating night
with arr the teens skating together in one area and
agaín werd have a bonfire.rt
Hilda states that one of the reasons she rikes
berry-picking so much is the chance to be with other
peopre, tarking alr day. rrl.Ierre out there alr day long
and sometimes yourre with peopre that you donrt get a
chance to talk to on a day to day basis and all of a
sudden yourre with thern one whole day. That way itrs
good.

tr

To the young adults one of the most significant

factors in their positive experiences is comradery.
When asked how he spends his tine Cam explains, rrparty,
pÌay cards, and go out for walks.rl

r_
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To the people of south rndian Lake tirne spent with

.other community members, family and fri_ends, were times
that v/ere cherished and appreciated.
rrJust the way people are, being in a group,
everybody's just about the same. Just the feeling

that I s there.

Team

spirit. rr (Brenda)
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CHA,PTER 6

Factors Àffecting Leisure Behavior
The focus of this study was to determine the
conceptualization of reisure to the community as a

whole. The themes r have presented thus far are themes
that were drawn from ar1 interviews. The concept of
leísure that has emerged best represents the community
as one.
rn the analysis of data r found that the thernes of
age and gender aLso arose. These themes are not
necessarily conponents of the conceptuarization of

leisure but rather indicate that people of different age
groups and those of different genders have varying
prioríties and participate in different activities while
in the state of leisure. Although the conceptualization
of leisure that has emerged frorn the data pertains to
all comrnunity members, with further research these
factors could be exprored in rnore detair to determine
additional components to the conceptuarization of
leisure for these differing groups. At this point r
have looked at these factors with relevance to how they

affect the opportunities availabre to individuals and
the choices being made in terms of leisure behavior.
Age and Gender
The different age groups within the community are

as follows: children, adolescents, young adults, older
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adults and elders. Each of these age groups has
different priorities in terrns of leisure behavior. These
differences can be attributed to two factors; the first
being that the individuars are in different rife stages
with each of these stages having unique roIes, concerns,
values and norms. The second contributing factor is
that of cultural change.
While oners stage in the 1ife cycle is an
important determinant of 1eisurä attitudes
and behavior, wê should remember that different
generatíons of those in the same life stage

will often behave differently. Those who are
reti-red now' for instance, are rikely to behave
differently from retirees of a previãus
g".,ãi.iiorr.
(Godbey, l_981, pg. 198)
over the years the lifestyle of the community
members has changed, slowly at first and then much more
rapidly in the past 20 years. As the curture of south
rndian Lake continues to change, so will leisure
attitudes and behavior.
Adolescents
rr$Ie

mostly 1ike to walk around and play sports , go
to a friendrs prace, watch movies and talk.rr (crystal)
The youngest age group that r taÌked with were the
adolescents" Many of the stories that they tord
contributed to the conceptualization of reisure that has
been outl-ined in the study thus far, but there are some
factors that distinguish their behavior from those of
other age groups. The element most unique to this group
is the school. Adolescents have opportunities that are
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unavailable to others in the communi_ty. They can play
on school teams n go to dances, take part in competitions
with other schools, participate in exchange trips to
other communities.
Lesrey is a recent graduate of high school. ,oh ya
we used to do just the schoor activities eh, volleybarl
and fl-oorhockey and that, school oriented. Now r do
more like they do (parents) , nohr you do your own thing.

"

explains how her 14 year ord daughter spends
her time. 'rMostly sports, she spends most of her tirne
in school- after school hours. she does lots of school
activities. rl
Emma

Another major element in the lives of adorescents
is the peer group" rÀs chirdren enter adolescence, they

begin to increase their independence from their parents
and are affected more by the infruence of others their
own age.rr (Godbey, 19gl-, p. 175)
rrused

to hang around with my buddies. we used to
watch the store and all that stuff. Nobody hired us, !{e
used to v¡alk around and make sure nobody broke in, just
for the hell of it. I{e caught a lot of people, turned
them in. Ya we v¡ere the, what do you call it.?
Neighborhood watch r guess. v{e didnrt do it all the
tine, just what we did. werd hear sornebody broke in,
letrs go check it out. Irralk around tonight, see íf we¡d
catch them, sure enough werd catch them.rr (Frank)
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rrWater

ski, drive around in the boat. I mostly
like water skiing cause itts fun, arl rny friends want to
do j-t. rr (Larry)
The adorescents are also drawn to the traditional

lifestyle of the cornmunity. They expressed an interest
in camping, being at the fishcamps and the trapline.
They enjoy the lifestyle that went arong with living in
the bush.
rrYou get to check on traps, cut wood,
build fires"
You have to get up in the rnorning', rike at 6:30 in the
morning, and itts always cord so you have to build a
fire
-you get to use the skidoo more and you get to
learn about trapping and all that. " (Larry)
rrJtrs fun, you can sit by the fire and get $¡arm,
you can go swimming anytime you want. r' (Chery1)
But as Tom explains, the opportunities for
experiencing this lifestyle are becoming less. rA lot
of times they want to go out again, where we used to

stay, but r never have tine to go camping. r never have
free tirne, I have to work for my business.r For the
children in the community today, the opportunity to be
outside is not diminishing but the chance to be involved
in the traditionar lifestyle is being offered ress often
and to fewer people.
As the community changes, the children grovr up with
different influences and different needs than their
parents. structure and organization are two such needs.
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ItThatrs uh, I think, weJ_l things would have to
be
different now than when r was growing up, everything has
to be organized and structured and if that was being
done with everything in town herer rirêrd see them getting

invol-ved, things wourd be more positive.rr (Hirda)
There is a concern amonçfst the adults of the
community that there is not enough for the adolescents
to do. rrÏ guess one of the things always, is that

therers not enough things for the kids to do in the
community. so one of the biggest things that werve been
wanting in the community is a recreation center which
wourd have a skating rink. we do have an outdoor rínk
but it t s hard to maintain because of alr the snor^/ that
we get
.But if we had an indoor rink, Irm sure that
we can at least, 9et our kids in the cornmunity
interested in praying hockey, curling and aÌl those
different types of things. That¡s one of the things rrd
like to see because therers not much.fr (Shir1ey)
Younq adults

The young adults of this community began their life

before the flood but when they were chirdren the rnost
drastic changes occurred. This is the age group that r
found to be in greatest turmoir. They are finished
school- and the opportunities that came with school are
over. There are few jobs in the community, commercial
fishing is expensive and hard to start up, fur prices
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are getting lower each year, and welfare and urc are
easily obtained.
From this point on gender becomes an important
factor along with age. For many of the young men, their
priorities do not seem to be that much different frorn
the adolescents" They can no longer participate in
school-sponsored activities but friends and sports
remain irnportant in their rives. when in the community,

of the young

play votleybalr at the school in
the evenings and hang out with friends much of the rest
of the tine.
rrwerre starting an alr native menrs volleybalI
team
and wetll go out somewhere" Last year we went to
Brandon. so werll probabJ-y go this year. (I,Ie practise)
a few times a week. Ir7el-l, they have co-ed volleybalr on
Monday, therets time to practi-se on Tuesday which is
menrs night.
we get the gym on Fridays so vre could
practise. This is just men. [.Ier1r probably have
another team with men and hromen so the ladies can go
out. Give them a chance.il (Lawrence)
Most of the young nen stirl speak fondly of tife in
the bush and arthough many stitl go out to trap and
fish, they are going out for l-ess time each year and
fewer are going out at arr. This has a direct effect on
leisure.
many

men

ItPeople who are unemployed for rong periods
of tine

do not experience leisure.

The absence of work does not
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mean presence

of l-eisure.t (Graharn et. âr, l_990 , F,g. 26)
These young men without jobs in the community have
become dependent on sociar assistance, some have become
dependent on alcohor. They spend much of their time
watching TV and hanging out with friends. They do not
have the drive to get out and experience a sense of work
or leisure- As Frank has described, 'r(They) drink, hang
out, they donrt do nothing, just drink. r guess they
mostly wait for the trapping season or the fishing
season and work thern eh. But most of thern

d.on

I

t go out,

yâ, they get lazy.tl
Leisure takes on a different quality when
you are unemployed. It involves staying 1onger
in bed, watching more TV or just tazing-a¡ouÉ,but racks the sense of restoiation thaf is reit
when you have a meaningful job. (Hill, LgTBr pg. j-l_B)
ttGoalless l-eisure, then, is a contradiction which
illustrates, even in our times, the differences between
leisure and idleness.il (Brehga, Lggzr pg. 35)
Most of the young s/omen that r met have chirdren.
Their lives are quite different from the menrs lives and
there have been great changes since adolescence. rlrle
used to go to the gym a lot before r had 2 more kids.
ü7e used to have a v/omenrs nightr wê played volreybarr.
f used to go a lot but not now, I rm alI tied up at
home. rr (Justine)
course they donrt feel 1ike it.

talks about what she used to do before she
became a mother. rrEven like, before r had her, r used
Parn
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go to the bushes with a sister or sornething and go
snaring and try and kilr a rabbit or something. r used
to do that a lot. Now I don|t bother with it.il

children bring focus to the lives of young v/omen.
They now have sonething to do and life becomes centered
around their children.
Kelly: So patti you like to stay in town?
Patti: No.
Ke1ly: Do you 1ike to do anything at the gym?
Patti: No.
Ke1ly: What do you like to do?
Patti: Stay here, with my daughter.
The majority of the mothers have the primary

role

of caregiver for the chirdren. rn many cases the young
!'¡omen are raising their children alone or with the help
of their mothers but there are fathers who take an
active role in their childrenrs rives. These men
experience the same change in priorities as the women.
rrTwo sons. lrle do anything, r
take them out for a
wark. Like rny oldest one, r take him for a wal_k. rrm
really close to my son. r always take him out when r go
home, r take him for a walk but the other one,s too
smalI. He gets cold. r have to wait til he's order
then rtll take him too. ...r just watch him, see what
he does, his reactions, like if he sees an eagle or a
skidoo or something, herll scream. what he sees êh, r
like his reaction. rtd rike to take them hunting, even
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if we donrt kirl anything, just to be out there. show
them that there¡s more to do around here than go out and
get drunk aII the t.ime." (Frank)
For these young adurts r-eisure behavior becomes
more centered around the fanily and children. This is
consistent with other cultures and societies.
The family lifecycle has been found to be
an.important factor in explaining the
orientations of leisure fõr aduIi,s. In
general parents with children 1iving at
home have leisure more closely conflned to
home loca1e and to family assóciations and
orientations. (Ke1ly, tgle, þg. 58)
O1der adults

The older adurts continue this pattern where

leisure activities are centered around the faniry and
spending tirne with the chirdren. ,stevers always taking
them out hunting and $/e go together as a family. so
being together as a faniry and arso learning our way of
life in the past. They want to learn that.'r (shirley)
rrlrle usually go skidooing, skati_ng,
sledding down
the bank by our house. r go sliding, Dy baby gets mad
at me when $/e go sliding. Like r donrt want to go fast
êh, when the snow goes in ury face. He gets really mad
at me(haha) .tr (Suzanne)
Many of the men in this age group stiI1 spend much
of their tine trapping and fishing. They were adults
when the flooding occurred and still hold on to the
lifestyle that they grew up with.
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"Fishing and trapping, most of the men here, thatrs
what they do eh. They fish and trap. Like sometimes,
they spend their time here only when itrs time to go
fishing, they have certain times like in June, sometimes
they go fishing, they go trapping on October, theyrll
come home when they need groceries, then they'Il go
back. rt (Dora)
The motherts rore is that of caregiver for the
children. rrr go moose hunting with my husband once in

a while. But not this sunrmer, r havenrt been out with
him. Hers always out huntj-ng. But r didnrt go out with
him, cause of the baby and my daughter in school so r
can ¡ t go. t, (Suzanne)
rrr like it (the trapline), r wouldnrt mind to have
a permanent

up there.

r enjoy staying there but
thatrs the school. r have a young son thatrs rz years
old that has to go to school.r (Vivian)
As the children get order, roles begin to change.
For the mother of boys, there comes a time when she
stays home while the boys spend tirne with their father.
rrf used to do, like the other thing that I reaIly
enjoyed doing, r dontt do it as much nov/. r used to go
out with steve when herd go hunting, you know, when herd
go for ptarmigan, like setting his traps. But know rrve
moved ahray from it.
r guess the tíne that r used to do
it the most was when rny boys h¡ere younger and then him
and f used to go out. But now itrs, the boys are in
home
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their teens and itts their turn. rtrs them now going
out with their dad instead of me. rr (shirley)
For the mother of girrs, they often start all over
again. often grandmothers wilr raise their daughterts
first child" r...She was the first one in the farnily so
r raised her. Then her mom got married and this is the
rest of the farnily. She has 5 kids.rr (Harriet.)
rrr had my first kid when r was 1g, r was carrying
her when r was 17 , so r never had free time to rnyself
and then when r thought my baby would be in school arl
day and rrd have this free time to myserf and r end up
with another baby. il (Suzanne)
rrBut what r, like r had alr ny chirdren gro$/n
up,

r didntt expect a baby. Then my daughter had her kid
and dumped i-t on me. r didnrt expect it, arr my kids
were grown up and I could have been on my ohrn, doing
things on my own and now rrm stuck with a baby again. rl
(Florence)

As Henderson(r-990) states, ,Family traditions and
involvements are therefore conmon containers for womenrs

leisure. r' (pg. 237) The men and women have wellestablished roles in this community. These rol-es become
even more identified with the addition of children to
the farnily and they affect the leisure behavior for both
parents.
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Elders
As an elder one becomes free of faniry obligations.
Many of the elders that r met spend their time enjoying

the lifestyle that they have grovrn up with.
rrThey usualry like to go out rabbit
hunting and set
up snares. Just do littÌe things êh, not very much. My
mom stiÌI
tans moose hide, thatrs her favorite past
time, making noccassins, doing beadwork., (Amelia)
Rosie spends tirne gathering wild plants. rlabrador
tea, use it for anything, when somebody got bad col-d.

This one is ginger. sometimes hre boil it up, wash my
hair with it" rtrs nice" with the labrador. But we
wash it 2 tirnes. you find the ginger in the water.
This is a mix, you chew it or boil it, for when you have
a sore throat
f know lots of f ndian rÁ/ays. It I s nice
to use whatrs there than go to nursing station. They
always come, ask me to give them something. "
rr$Iel-I that's alr r gotta do now is spend
my time,
go for touring or sornething like that, exploring. Thatrs
about the size. But rrm not too much good for working
anymore, well r can handle the motor and r can r give a
little bit advice.rr (John B. )
rrI do anything, pick berries, anything. Just take a
paddle and away I go. 3 miIes, B miles, f go pick.
frll do anything, f dontt mind it. I never get
lonesome" r glad to say rrm not a bear. The bear stays
once a year in a hote right(haha). Thatrs no good. we
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have a tent sometimes in the r.¡inter, using snares,
catching rabbits. rtm used to that, cause r h¡as born
outside. rr (Isabelle)
rrThey

stilI rike to visit each other. r think,
especially at church time, they really like coming there
because they get to see each other there. But as it is
now' some donrt have the transportation to move from one
place to the other and back. But they keep up with the
handicraft, they sehr as much as they can.!' (Hi]da)
Às great-grandparents they no longer have the

responsibility for looking after
constraints on their time. until
have the freedom to choose their
their days with experiences they

children and have less
they get too old, they
activities and filr
enjoy.

The different age groups within the community each
had unique roles, concerns, values and norms. Men and

different priorities and roles within the
community. The differences became very apparent when
chil-dren r,¡ere born and the $/omenrs rives became focused
on the children and farnily. Their prirnary rore became
caregiver to the children and their choses ín leisure
behavior reflected this role. The factors of age and
gender affected the Leisure choices made and those
choices available to each group of individual,s.
Although there are themes that descrÍbe the
conceptualization of leisure that rel-ates to the
women al-so had
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conmunity as a v¡hol_e, further research could be done to
determine distinguishing factors in the

conceptualizations of leisure between the genders and
age groups.

Season

For a community that is tied to the land and the
outdoors, it makes sense that choices in leisure
activities are greatly affected by the changing of the
seasons

"

rrv'Ihen

theyrre not doing anything they go hunting,
like in the farl they go moose hunting, in the winter,
like when the caribou come down, theyrre all out caribou
hunting and in the spríng they go goose and duck
hunting. The different seasons eh, they go by seasons.
rn the sunmer they fish, in the farl itrs moose hunting,
winter comes they go trapping, then they have a break
there too and they go caribou hunting, spring, Iike in
the winter therers arso winter fishing in January so
some of them do that
.Itrs alright, people keep
busy, they have their own thing. " (Fred)
rrrt just seems that at certain times of the year,
like spring, itrs in you, like at certain times of the
year you just gotta go and thatrs aIl there is to it.
Same thing in the fatl with the trappers, lÍke right
nol,ü' itts october, and the last 2 weeks thatrs ar1
yourve been hearing people talk about. rtrs that tine of
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the year and they gotta go." (Hi1da) fn the surnmer,
activities revolve around the rake. rrrn the sunmer r
like to be out berry picking or going out for a ride in
the boat. Just to go have a picnic across the lake t ot
way further in the lake.rf (Janet)
rrThey water ski all sunmer, these guys.rr
(George)
rrswim, bike, go for boat rides, sometimes go
on the
lake and fish.t (crystar) r'swimming, in this community,
you see all the kids in the water every day in the
summer. rr (HiIda)
rrProbably a Iot more boating and f really
love

picking berries, ro matter what distance or how much
time it takes, I | 11 go. t' (Hilda)
Summer is the time for fishing and camping. rperd
go fishing or swimming, canoeing. sometimes just hiking.
. - -411 that fresh air, and the open space. wetd go with
all my kids. r took my grandson there, swinming, he was
so cute. He liked the water. Herd come out of the water
and go lie on the sand and ro11 in there. He l_ooked so
cute. rr (Florence)
Itinter brings the snow and ice and a chance to
skidoo and trap. rfyes in winter r rike to do a littre
part time trapping. r donrt commercial fish in winter,
outdoor activities like ski-dooing and that, itrs lots
of fun, everybody enjoys that.'r
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ttskidooing, I just love skidooing. ...Just, yoü
can gio anlrwhere through the woods, across the lake. ,
(Brenda)

"S1iding. There's a good place up by the church.
You just go down there, but you go crashing into the
police station though, (haha) you just have to swj-tch it
around and watch out. I{e rike to skidoo too.fr (cheryl)
rrln the winter tirne wefd. go sliding, we did a lot

of sriding. rt was really nicer h/ê used to go sliding
all night. 't (Dora)
Spring and fall are the transitional seasons.
Hunters can go for moose in the farr and ducks and geese
in the spring but around the community there is less to
do. rrNovrrs the worst time eh, hardly anything to do.r!
(George) ttRi-ght noi¡/ ya, because the fishing season is
off . Like therers a slack period f.or 2 weeks before the
trapping activity starts. So the only other
recreational activity other than school activities,
right now is what we do in the evenings. r' (williarn)
Although not alr activity is based on the season
for a culture that is connected to the land and the
natural world, the seasons do pray a major role in how
they spend their time.
ItDifferent seasons for different species. you
donrt walk a girl in the day or the morning... (haha).rt
(wil1iam)
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Tradition
Despite, or perhaps because of, the changes
happening within the cornmunity, traditionar_ activities
are stiII very irnportant to the people of south rndian
Lake. The community v/as founded because of the
opportuníties to fish, trap and hunt. The land provided
plants for eating and medicine. The meat from animal-s
v¡as eaten,

the hides v/ere used for cl_othing, and the fur
was used for trading. The natural terrain also provided
opportunity for recreational activities.
Although the
lifestyle of the people has changed over the years, much
of the activity within the community is based on
tradition.
t I s growing up with it (hunting and trapping) ,
theír fathers and grandfathers did it, itrs just growing
up with it f guess.il (cail)
rrHers never gone to school-, my younger
brother, he
went up to grade 3 and he dropped out to learn how to
fish and trap. He stirl does it today. spends his time
out in the bush. rl
'rf

rr...I^Ie used to go out camping, living
out in the
fish camps, when my husband takes a horiday. IVerd take

the fanily, he'd be out fishing and werd be in the camp.
- '.oh r rearly rove it, thatrs the way r was brought up
eh. And ny kids really love it too.il (Enrna)
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rrr learned that r guess from my mom. shers always
done it her whole 1ife. I guess thatrs how f got
interested, she used to sit down with me and taught me
how to do beadwork. Thatrs probably where the interest
came"' (shirley) r'Before it got cold we went berry
picking, twice I think. With my aunt and uncle, just
behide the hil-I herer r,rrê have a campfire, hotdogs, wê
made like bannoc over the fire on sticks, it was nice.
Boating, eating out over the carnpfires, sleeping out,
itts nice. r like the ways of the past...r (Brenda)
rr . . .
Maybe it I s part of us that have grohrn up in the
north. Itrs just the thing to do, just go, like
although you get the benefits, li_ke if you snare
rabbits, you can eat them, use the fur. Just something
thatts realIy apart of you.il (Hilda)
Itl,ike everyone in our family, a1r these Dysartsr rnrê
all play poker. Even the little kids, they rearn earry!
Family tradition. " (Brenda)
The community events are also based on traditíonat
rrThey even have an rron man contest.
activities.
They
have to run a distance, then they pick up a canoe and
portage and then they paddre, and they come in and pick
up a sack of flour and they carry it on their backs.
I{hen they get to the end they sav/ a 1og and then they
are finished.tt (Lawrence)

rrrn March we have a festival,

a rot of activity
going on. Snowshoeing, skidoo races, trap setting all
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kinds of stuff pilrow fighting -- they build a ptatform,
sort of a pole 6 feet off the ground that peopr_e sit on.
Ttts 2 like this with one cross v¡ays and the people sit
oD, sit on this 1og, itrs realJ-y funny. And there's pack
racing, 25 Ib pack on your back and you run around a
point and come back as fast as you can do it. Therers
bannoc baking, tea boiling on a fire -- you build a fire
and boil your tea as quick as you can, rog sawing, fish-

gutting, nail- driving, jigging contest, moose-carling.
...They have a dress up contest, where a lot of the
off their work. so they get the men, women,
kids dressing up. The best dressed contest itrs carled.
As much as you can, as nice as you can. The mitts and
the jackets, hats, the mukluks, Beaded $rork., (Gail)
hlomen show

trl{e have these exchanges, they

get a school from a
different province, $/e go there, they come here. They
come in spring so we take them to a trapperrs cabin.
They see the traps, how to set them, if he caught an
animal, he would show them how to skin it and dry them
out. rt was really neat. (we stay for) three nights.
I{e were cooking ribs, caribou ribs, Í¡eren r t they? Kids
from Alberta, ,EEEH r wonrt eat thatlrr vühen they were
done, they tasted it, they just about ate the whole
thing. Bar-b-q ribs over the fire, out in the open. rrr
vronrt eat thatrr they say when f put them on, theyrve
never done that, Lhey didntt like the idea.r' (George)

13s

Although less people are spending time in the bush,

the activities connected r^rith that rifestyle are stirl
prevaJ-ent in the cornmunity" youth spend time in the
bush around town, build fires when theyrre co1d, shoot
squirrels and ptarrnigan. They know about snaring and
what to do with the rabbitrs fur and brains. rn one
home r visited a young man was using bear grease in his
hair to make it stronger and healthier. r had an
opportunity to try rrrndian popcornrr which is made by
scooping off the fat that rises to the top of the water
when boiling meat and freezing it.
with the infrux of television, computer games,
video movies as welr as the many other changes in the
community, the traditional activities may start to
disappear. But as Hirda points out, it courd take a
while yet, especialry if some people continue to rearn
from their grandparents and parents so that they too can
pass this knowledge on to others.
rrYoutll probabry see a decrease in it but even
in
some of the young kids, yoü see them getting that same
feeling, that they shourd go out. you even see it in
some who havenrt been out there, and donrt even have the
equipment to get out. Theyrre ar-r worked up from
everybody else (haha) . t' (Hi1da)
rrÏ guess, the main thing is that they keep the
language, be abre to speak it and maintain their own
language and keep it arive. r guess the other thing too
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is our way of life, the livelihood we had in the past.
Steve I s always taking thern out hunting and rá/e go
together as a fanily. so being together as a family and
arso learning our way of rife in the past. They want to
learn that. rr (ShirLey)
rrr have a young son thatrs \2 years ord that
has to
go to school. But r think itts very i_mportant f or him

too, to learn about the rndian r¡/ays of life. cause you
know a lot of people that are drop outs, when they go
back to their native !t/ays, they d.onrt know how to work
out things. They d.onrt even know how to dress
themselves to keep lrarm when they work outside. r guess
it t s pretty good to learn both !'/ays, our native way and
our whitemanrs society (haha) . The rndian cul_ture and
the whitemants society, to me itrs better to learn both
and both languages too. cause most of the people that
are ord, that are spending their time on the traprine,
can hardry speak English. Like when r terl the story
about my grandmother who was a good thoughtful teacher,
those teachers are rea1ly good. il (Vivian)

Margaret¡s story brings together many of these

factors that affect reisure choices. she talks of
different seasons, traditional- activities and her rore
as mother and teacher of her two boys. rrrn the sunmer
tirne I go for boat rides , go camping, go pick berries,

just go out and do different things.

Tn

the fa1l

go
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wal-k around and see the changês, r like to take my 2
little boys and walk around, especially in the evenings.

rabbits hopping around. r teIl them rbe quiet
and werl-I see oner and we do! They like it and they say
tMommy
let's go for a walkr. r take them for walks like
that so they can see things like that. r like spring,
in the mornings you can see rabbits sitting out. ïn the
winter tine r take thern out and they see tracks and r
tell them who made the tracks, things like that. r do
different things Ìike that and they Iearn. rtrs good to
learn about the culture. r show them how to prepare a
rabbit, like if you get one in your snare and how you
skin it and what you do with the fur if you want to keep
it. sometimes r make a fire outside in the spring and
they help me. we catch a goose, they make a fire and we
cook it.
They watch and see what r do and same with
fish, they sit around and r say rgive me this so r can
cook it I . They like that. rl
$le see

Jobs within the cornmunity
rfon h¡eekends

r rike to go out trapping and huntirg,

every weekend. rr (Steve)
Ànother factor that affects leisure activity

is

patterns. Those who have jobs within the
community have found a difference in the amount of tine
they have for the doing the things they love. The
choice of activity may be similar to other members of
ernployment
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the community but the tirne they have to participate in
these activities is lirnited.
rrNov/

welr we have (gone to the trapline) but not
that much because my husband and r both work, but we go
out on the weekends, stay out and rearn different things
and do different things. I{e take our kids out so we can
learn about nature, what happens on the trapline, what
they do and stuff like that. we went moose hunting, a
couple of times we went out. trle got lucky, wê kirled a
moose. tr (Virginia)
that rrm working itts different now eh. Now
when r get home r rm usualry tired so the only time r can
do the things r like doing is on weekends." (Dora)
rrr used to do that a Iot more before r had
a fulr
time job. Like on a day 1ike this, itrs a nice bright
sunny day today, the first thing you do this morning is
get dressed and go and set snares. rt wouldnrt seem
like any time was spent if you were outside all day on a
day like thj_s.'r (Hi1da)
rrHers got a job so the only tine
he goes is Ín his
spare tine. He enjoys carrying that on from when he was
growing up. Thatrs what he used to do with his dad.
Now he still
enjoys doing it and like on weekends,
rrNo\^/

sometimes he g'oes after school. That I s the time that we
go out- The traprine, hrê d.onrt go out that much to the
trapline. we go in the fall, just for the rong weekend,
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also in spring for the long weekend. Thatrs the onry
time when we get a chance to go in the season. But not
as much as v/e used to.il (Shirley)

In South Indian Lake, activities chosen while
experiencing Ieísure are affected by age, gender,
season, tradition and ernployrnent.
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CHAPTER 7

Discussion and Conclusions

conceptualization of Leisure in south rndían Lake
Drawing the thernes discussed in the previous
chapters together, one arrj_ves at a meaningful
conceptualization of leisure for this community.

Leisure in south rndian Lake is characterized by an
inner drive to be outdoors, crose to the natural worr-d
where oners senses come alive and where one is free to
roam with no boundaries. À leisure experience i-s freery
chosen and provides freedom from the pressures of other

aspects of 1ife.

Leisure evokes feelings of self_
reriance, satisfaction, fulfilrrnent and contributes to a
positive self-esteem. Leisure experiences can be
intrinsically as well- as extrinsically motivated and
satisfy a need to be busy and producti-ve. one partakes
in leisure to develop and maintain positive
relationships with other peopre. overarl, reisure
results in feelings of enjoyment and pleasure.

Activities chosen while experiencing leisure are
affected by age, gender, season, tradition and
emplolrunent pattern. Àlthough this conceptuarization is
supported in part by current research in leisure, there
are some components that are culturally based.
throughout the literature, leisure is most often
defined by enjoyrnent and elements of freedom; freedom of
choice and freedom from obligation.

These factors are
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also integral components of leisure in south rndian
Lake" rntrinsic rnotivation is another of the important
determinants of reisure according to current research.
People in this community are also rnotivated by the
intrinsic reward.s offered through participation in
leisure. Feelings of self-reliance, satisfaction,
fulfillment and positive self-esteem are ar_l intrinsic
benefits of reisure. The maintenance of sociar bonds is
seen as an element of leisure both in south ïndian Lake
and in the current research. The factors that affect
leisure choices in this community, (age, gender, season
tradition and employment patterns), are similar to those
af f ecting l_eisure in rnost soci-eties.
From here

the conceptualization turns to the
differences based on curture and society. As Bammel &
Burrus-Bammer (1992) stated, within each society, reisure
will have a distinct definition. The concepÈualization
of leisure in south rndian Lake is based on its unique
culture and environment.
Life in south rndian Lake is interconnected with
the land and the Iake. !'rom the time they can wark,
children spend tine outdoors, exploring the natural
world" They are born into a culture that has
traditionally had a great respect for nature and they
learn to appreciate the powers and gifts of the earth.
rt rnakes sense then, that in leisure peopre are drawn to
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the outdoors and that they are av/are of the beauties of
the natural worl_d.
Before the flood, and for some to this day, the
peopre of south rndian Lake lived a rife where leisure
and work were intertwined. The lifestyle connected with
fishing, trapping and hunting is rnulti-faceted and there
are no clear cut lines to show where work ends and
leisure begins. This lifestyle is characterized by
self-reliance and independence. There is arways much to
do and these activities are seen as worthwhile,

fulfilling and productive. success is easily defÍnabr-e
and satisfaction is irnmediate. Even today with fewer
people involved in this rifestyle ful_l-tirne, there is
the sense that people identify themselves with this
culture and traditional native h¡ays. For many members
of the community, this traditionat curture is often
thought of as more positive than the life they lead now.
some people have picked up

the pieces of their lives
as a result of the f100d and continued where they left
off or moved on and taken advantage of the new
opportunities availabre, but many stilr consider the
traditional way of life to be a better lifestyle.
Therefore it is understandable that the peopre l_ook for
the benefits of this lifestyle and culture in their
Leisure and that the conceptuari-zation of r-ei_sure
reflects the positive outcomes of this life. Feelings
of self-reliance, satisfaction, fulfillment and positive
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self-esteem can art be described as benefíts one gains
through l-ife in the bush. This rifestyle can arso be

extrinsicalry rnotivating and satisfy a need to be busy
and productive. rour reisure is a product of our
culture, and to some extent, our culture is a product of
our leisurett (Godbey, 19Br-; pg. J.23). This statement
holds very true in South Indian Lake.
Leisure in the Future of South fndian Lake
At this point in tine, life in south rndian Lake is
still- based on tradition and history. Every chird in
the community gror{/s up with an awareness of rife in the

bush. A'lthough they may not spend as ¡nuch tirne in the
bush as their parents did, they are surrounded by the
irnplications of this lifestyle.
The peopr_e are proud of
the skills needed to survive in the bush and identify
themselves with this lífestyle.

This life on the

trapline or at the fishcamps epitornizes the
conceptualization of leisure by the people of this
community.

A study completed by Hrenchuk(1991) on land use
around south rndian Lake, supports this idea. one of
the issues that Hrenchuk dealt with was why bush rife
was irnportant to community members. The responses and
reasons that he received, as outlined in Table 2 0n page
146 | can be compared to the components of leisure
that r
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have outlined ersewhere in this paperi an inner drive to
be outside, close to nature and free to roam the open

spaces; free to do as one chooses and free from
pressures in the community; positive feelings about
oneserf and positive feelings about others; both

intrinsic

and extrinsic motivationi enjoyment and

pleasure.

life in the bush has such a strong
infl-uence on the conceptualization of leisure, a
question about the future of leisure arises as we rook
at the changes occurring within the community today. As
fewer of the young adurts head out to the bush and as
fewer children are given the opportuníty to experience
this way of l_ife, the culture of the community is
changing and therefore the conceptuarization of reisure
will likely change as weII.
Because

Many people

that r spoke with feel that these
changes in lifestyte are resulting in problems and
difficurties for the cornmunity. There is a general
feeling that life in the bush and the var_ues associated
with this l-ife are integral components in the werl-being
of the community. This way of life is seen to have
positive influences on the young people. on the other
hand, there is also the feering that the chirdren need
to learn Engrish and obtain an education. They need to
understand the ways of the southern world as these ways
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are getting cI0ser to south rndian Lake. There needs to
be a balance in the lives of the children"
rrI guess itrs pretty good to learn both
ways, our

naÈive way and our whitemanrs society(haha). The rndian
cul-ture and the whi-temanrs society, to me itrs better to

learn both and both languages too.' (vivian) IÁIith this
bal-ance in nind, r,vê can 100k to the practical purpose of
this study.
Practical purpose of this Study
This study has provided us with a detailed look at
the community of south rndian Lake. we have learned of
the history, the culture, the varues of the people who
live there- one of the purposes of this project was to
bring lífe in this northern community to people in the
south. Those who do not have the opportunity to visit,
the north and meet the peopre of these settrements can
see the worrd through their eyes and hopefurly come to a
deeper understanding of their rife and their history.
Through this knowledge r hope that respect and trust can
grov/.

Another goar of the study was to rearn more about
leisure and the rore it can pray in the revitarization
and healing process of the northern reserves. Through
the nature of the study, we have discovered the needs
and wishes of the community members. This knowredge can

be used to help direct activities

in the cornmunity.
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STÀTED TUPORTANCE OF LTFE TN THE BUSH

rNT.

MOTTVATIONS

# Personal Economic Cultural_
re f ree in bush r. lots
of food
l-ivelihood was goodr. ever
everything was rich
costs less to live on
trapJ-ine
people can get what they wan
where he gets his food;
family in the bush
totally used to it; free to
do as you feel
* l-ots to do in the bush
* no drinking; wel_l_ off
foodr' quiet
sceneryr. more alive in the
bush; l-ess expensive;
raised that way
quiet; healthierJ 1oves
_.making his living that way
* likes
hunting; quiãt
* peaceful; part of culture
can líve on wild meat
fish; moosemeatr. contentment
independence; spiritual
reasons; confidence from
feeding self
Iikes the way he was taught
to survive
loses appetite on store foodf
traditional way of 1ife
Erao].E,]-onat_
life
likes travellingl the quiet; i
lots to do
likes traditional life i
freedom; feels better
to feed familyr. being own boss
more freedomr. fresh air; of
_.va1ue regardless of money
likes
feeding himself; where
he makes his living
in your blood; drearnlng of
what it used to be ti¡<e
live as he wants; live for
next to nothing; prefers
bush life; freedorn
likes hunting; no one waking
you

*

1-6
L7*
18

20
2T
24
25

*
*
*
*

*
*
*

*
*

*
*

26
27
29

t

r"

30
32

*
*

*
*

33
35

I

I

|

37

I

38
4L
42
44

46

*
*

*
*

I

you up

Table z. rmportance of Bush Life (Hrenchuk,

r-99i-

i p.72
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As Gray(1972) pointed out:
The imperative is that persons planning programs
and parks must know intimatery irre cur-ture, wishes,
sociaÌ patterns and lifestyle
peoprå wñã u"e
then; the program or park irustoffit the
thè cãndition,,

(pg. 46) "
In South Indian Lake, the conceptuatization of
leisure finds much of its meaning in the traditional way
of life and we have discovered that there is a desire in
the community to maintain this part of their life.
Because of the changing rifestyle within the community,
people are abre to spend r-ess and ress tine enjoying
this way of life fuII-time, but this is where
recreation, school, daycare and church programs can
help- The people have shown that the maintenance of
traditional curture is an important priority to them and
a concerted effort can be made to establish prog,rams
that meet this goaI. Às csikszentirnihalyi and
Kleiber(1989) pointed out, il...a single intense leisure
experience is more significant in determining the course
of a person¡s rife than thousands of more mundane

obligatory experiencesr¡ (pg. 5). Intense leisure
experi-ences invorving the traditional culture can help
to shape a childrs rife and help to maintain this way of
life within the community. programs can be deveroped
whereby those v¡ith knowredge of traditionar skills have
the opportunity to share these with peopre who have a
desire to learn.
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Another priority

identified by the study, is that
children and teens need more to do. As the curture and
lifestyle in the community changes, so do the values and
needs of the youth. children now need programs that are
structured and organized. These programs can help to
provide the bal-ance between the traditional culture and
the 'twhitert cuÌture that they are Ìearning to adapt to
(egs. weekend fierd trip to the trapline and a evening
broomball league; hunter safety course and drama crub
that performs the legends of their ancestors).
One can also use the components of the
conceptualization of leisure discovered through this
study, to help plan and devel0p programs. programs will
meet the needs and desires of the cornmunity rnembers if
the activities allow these components to be met. For
example, vivian can run a workshop on how to make downfilled quilts. This wirr arr-ow participants to feel
self-reriance and satisfaction upon learning a nehr
ski1I. while working on the quiIt, they wilt satisfy
the need to be productive and busy. rf they finish a
quilt, this contributes to positive serf-esteem, prus
they will have a beautiful, v¡arm branket to sreep with;
extrinsi-c motivation. while in the class, they wilr
develop or maintain positÍve rerationships with others
and finally, people rearning how to make quilts wirl
help to maintain skills of the traditional culture.
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Another example wourd be a family day with many
families traverling to a campsite up the lake. people
would be outside, they wourd traver there by skidoo or

boat or snowshoes and experience the freedom of the
boundless space. Once they get there, they could
participate in activities such as sriding, skating, rod
and reel fishing, swimming, basebalI, sno$¡ soccer. They
courd go berry-picking or look for medicinar plantsr.
they could learn about tracking. They could have a
cook-out over an open fire" they could stay 10nger and
have a bonfire late into the evening terling stories and
legends. The whore day would help to maintain and
develop positive rerationships with others, bring them
closer to the natural world and depending on the
different activities, promote feelings of positive selfesteem and satisfaction.
rf leisure and recreation are to do more than just
keep people busy, those planning progirams within the
community must take into account the needs of the
people. The conceptualization they give to Ìeísure can
heJ-p to identify these needs. carleton(tg}4) gives
further advice:
A recreation program having rerevant value must be
more than mere busywork and pure entertainment. rt
should incrude activities which prornote the
communication of ídeas, serf-coniidence, ser-festeem, artistic and skirls development and arlow
its participants the luxury of obtãir"rirg-.healthj_er, happier life (pó. j4).
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rdeas for Leisure programs in south rndian Lake
r have gone through the intervi-ews and complied the
following ideas for programs. These reconmendations are
based on the needs and ideas expressed by community
members

"

i-" Parents, young adults or elders are needed as
volunteers to supervise activities for the chir-dren
and teens"

2. More activities are needed for the youth.
(i) The idea is good for the childien to use the gym
from 5:00prn to 7:OOpm, just need supervision.
(ii) The teens wourd rike to have the buirding
designated for teen center to be opened, ag.ain
just needs supervision.
(iii) Some teens real1y enjoy playing with younger
children and could bã ãnäouiagéa to pioviáeleadership (n_r1v games and. do-activili"sf- ior
the younger chiJ_dren_ in the gym each evening.
Perhaps some one would voluntéer to run a
ttleaders Grouprf in which the teens wourd
meet
once a week to learn about ]eadership, organize
things_ for the younger children , orgänír"'
special events for thense1ves...
(iv) Many of the youth are very interested in
camping, trapping, hunting. They enjoy the bush
life but- don't get to go ãs ortei as-they would
rike - . They expressed ãn interest in 1ã#"i;;traditionar skitls. I.Ieekend or schoor trils'
could be arranged with some of Èhe elders in the
community to take srnarl groups of teenagers o,rt
to the bush and show them thé way of rÍie and to
teach them the skil1s they need.
(v) The younger children (grade 3 to 6) really
enjoyed it when elders came to the crassr-oom to
teach them about the traditionar rife -- stãryteJ_ling, beadwork, how to skin a rabbit o, . beaver, snare setting. . . .
(vi) sports reagues courd be organized for the youth
to play either in the evenlngs or on the
weekends. fn the winter -_ broornball, non_
contact hockey (need less equipment), soccer on
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the ice, curling. The rink would have to be
cl-eared often but perhaps the kids wour_d do it
if they knew there was Lhings going
to do" In the summer -_base¡aÍf, soccer,
".,-foi-trr.^
touch
footba1l, outdoor voI1eybal1.
(vii) Tþ" youth showed an interest in special events
like the winter festival in schooi, perhaps
there could be a few rnore of these scattered
throughout the year --fun conpetitions, oriãoo,
cook outs,_ evening bonfires, Lig sfiaiig
part j-es, skating on the lake
3. The wornen wourd rike to have some programs as we]r.
(i) A prace that they could meet to do beadwork or
other handicrafts and visit.
(ii) A time_that they could use the gym and not feel
intirnidated by Lhe rnen. Not many
show up
to womenrs night now and some reãtv/omen
it
is
because
their are always men in the gyrn or they donrt
know when it is. The rnen doñì t think trr"
want the gym. ft may take a month or so to,o*"r,
get
the women out, but many have shown an intÁiest
in having tine in the ôno.
(iii) rf the v/omen bring their children with them to
the school, perhaps some of the teens who are
interested in playing and being with crriraiãn
can babysit them ín harf the gym or the multipurpose room whil_e the motheri play.
(vi) some vromen expressed an interest in having a
broomball league, playing for fun in the
community and possibly airanging some games
against other communilies. iusã rike ihe
Screaming
Eagles...

(vii)

of the women expressed an interest in
learning some of the traditionar skirls rike
fixing hides, making moccasins and other
clothing, doing beadwork, cutting meat.
An
evening a week or a special satuiday program
could be arranged for older and younger nomen to
get together and teach each othei the different
ski11s.
Many

4- Besides the teaching of traditional skilrs, there
was an interest in upgrading and further eåucation
and training taking place in tne community.
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5.

The young men also showed an interest in sports
leagues with other sports along with .rorr"jrn.rt.

6"

People would like to see more family events for
example: Farnily Days sledding paiti"s, skating
parties, beach parLies, farnily ú";;b;ri-i.ournam"it=,
fanily fishing derby.. "
There was much interest in having events for people
who donrt drink -- dry sociaÌs, équare aancin|..:-

7.

Refl_ections of the Researcher

f first began this study, the only thing that
r realIy wanted to do was visit a northern reserve and
meet some of the people who live there. r wanted to
learn what life was like through their eyes, rearn how
they filled their days and learn what they wanted out of
life.
When

As a young girr,

r had deveroped an interest in the
histori-c stories of Nati-ve people and often romanticized
about life on the prains, riding horses and living in
tipis or travelling the r-akes and rivers i-n a birchbark
canoe' living off the land. rt wasnrt untir r was much
older that r began to learn about the more recent
history of the aboriginar peopre of canada and the
negative reLationship between them and the domi_nant
society. r began to understand the reasons for the
problems they face today. There are many people in our
society who have rittre knowredge of the history of
Native people in canada. The history books in school do
not tell the whole truth or give the whole picture.
But if things are to change, we need to rearn. $re also
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need to meet and get to know Native people, to develop
respect and trust. This paper is a small step in that

direction.
blhile in the community, r felt welcome just about
everlrwhere r went. Much of this had to do with arriving
as a friend of someone who was already accepted and
respected by the community but also because of the
people themselves. Most people h¡ere very friendry and
open to visiting and sharing coffee and their thoughts
with a stranger with a tape recorder. r was amazed by
the manner in which r was wercomed and the ease at which
people spoke with me.
r was intrigued by the everyday rife of the people
and enjoyed listening to the stories the people told. r
was angry and shocked by the devastation that the flood
has caused and r admire the peopl-e who have been abre to

stand up, brush themserves off and go on with life.
r
admire the r,ray, through all the drawbacks, theyrve been
able to hold on to a curture and tradition that is
important to them and r hope that they are able to

continue to hang on to what they feel is irnportant.
f may have painted a more positive than real
picture of the cornmunity. r have only addressed the
probrems of arcoholism, substance abuse, and violence in

passing but r feel that by J-ooking at reisure s¡e are

striving to see the positive.

rt is through these
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positive apects that the probrems can be helped.
Leisure and recreation are not the only ansv/ers but they
can play a rol_e in the solution
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but the Natives have ever lived in this country,
and they exist only as part of it.
None

They have never atternpted to assert themselves, but have
grown up in it like the trees.

It is their food, their drink, their life.
Their songs and prayers are all of the earth,
the sky, the rain.
They never struggle with it but use it to help them

only as a part of

themsel-ves.

They pass through it sirently leaving as rittre

trace

as

sunlight through the wind.
(Ha]Ir âs quoted in Canadian Outward Bound, tggl; p.15)
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ÀPPENDIX A
TNTERVIEI,{ OUESTTONS

The interviews did not forlow these questions in any
specific order rather r used these tó rarr back on when
the conversation began to srow down.
r tried to-go-'witn
the flow of conversation and get as much
informatío, .=
ï courd about what was being said before going
¡aãr to
this list of questions. r úried to
tn"
answers
the
co-researchers v/ere giving to direct "=ã
the questioning.

l-. What do you like to do with your time?
2 " lrrhy do you like to do these things?
3. How do you feel at these tirnes?
4. tlhat do you when you can do anything at alI?
5. How often do you do the things you want to do?
6. I{ho do you like to do these things with?
7. $Ihere do you 1ike to spend your tirne?
8" what did you rike to do as a child? an adolescent?
what do you think you'I1 be doing when you get o1d?
9- Do people in town rike to do different things?
10. Are there things you do especially with your farniry?
your friends? alone?
l-l-. What is a typical day like f or you?
12- I{hat do you like to do in different seasons?
l-3. I{hat makes you happy? Are you basically happy? what
would make you happier, rnoie satisfied?
while interviewing, r began to ask about the following:
outdoors

tradition
farnily
being quiet/aIone
cornmunity

gambling

flood/changes

freedom
campi-ng

living on the trapline

women/men

activity vs. nothing to

nature

SEASONS

visiting/comradery
internal challenge
health
fairness/competition
church

crafts

do
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APPENDTX B

FÏRST gET

OF THEMES AND DESCRIPTORS

ouTDooRS

8EI,F-ACTUAIJTZATION

wildl-if e
wild
nature
a\Âre of nature

challenge
excitement

senses

wilderness

peace

quiet
simple life
natural fun

freedom
alone

productive
active

busy

self-reliant
independence
self-respect

weather

purpose

REI,ÀTIONSIIIPS

responsibility

family

comradery

self-respect
comnunity
learning from parents
grandparents
sense of belonging
fun competition
friendship
TR.ADITION

learning
extrinsic
adul-thood
work/leisure connected
Health
grew up with it

ganbling

learning

accomplÍshment
adventure

satisfaction
fulfillment
TIME

diff. times in life
seasonal
lack of activity
no time limit
life changes iwthkids
early fanilies
rrused to be activerl
kids school centered
sports in early
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FÏNAL THEMES AND DESCRIPTORS
tr,OVE OF THE OUTDOORS
-- AN INNER DRTVE

wildlife
wild
wilderness
natural fun
ttgotta gstt
excitement
challenge
adventure
CLOSENESS TO NATURE

nature

awe of nature
senses
peace

POSITTVE REIJATTONSHIP

nTTH SELF

self -rel-iant
productive
busy

activity
learning
responsibility
accornplishment
satisfaction
fulfillment
self-esteem
extrinsic
self-respect
satisfaction

independence
purpose

quiet
wildlife

PURSUIT OF FREEDOU

POSITTVE RELATTONSHIPS
WTTH OTHERS

no time linit
no pressure

comradery
community

go where I want to go
do what f want to do

sirnple life

f arnily
sense of belonging
learning from parents
grandparents

friendship

FACTORS ÀFFECTTNG IJEISURE BEH.AVIOR

age

gender
seasons

tradition

employment

freedom

escape
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BRENDA

Positive
rel-ationships
with others

APPENDTX C
EXÀMPLES OF INDTVIDUAL ÀNALYTS

-being il . group (playing vball)
-it brings the community together
-it was nice, like everyone in our
family, all these Dysarts, we all
play poker
-team spirit

pursuit of freedom -you can go anywhere, like anywhere
through the woods, across thã lake
-ittIl take you anyhrhere you want
-Ít's nice, brings you frãedom,
-travelling, Itd 1ike to go to paris,
frd like to go to Germany, anywhere
-freedom (of Íire in sumrnäi¡ , it'=
quiet, itrs nice
-freedom from drinking
positive relationship with self
-that was the best day of rny life
self-esteem
-thatts one of the reasons I wonrt
play now, they ye1l at you and that
yelling hurts
-when not drinking she has a respect
for herself; enjoys the activities
she does now that shers not drinking
-v¡hen the little
boy used to chase
her out to the street, wait for me,
made her feel good
can be extrinsically motivated
-(enjoys rod and reel fishing because
of the activity but also eating the
fish) usually evenings we have a
pickerel fry, Iike almost every
other day
-berry picking and rny grandmother
making pies for us áfter we picked
the berries
self-reliance
-f miss that cause thatts aL1 we
productivity
do when werre out in the bush eh,
self-sufficient
we use the gas lamp and we have a
stove with 4 ho1es, you put your
wood through there, put coffee to
heat up on there, you cook on there,
bake on there
-you go gather sticks for firewood,
chop wood, wash your clothes outside
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closer to the natural world
-I walked out abut 10 feet and there
was a bear right there, I sat down
and watched him
-I like nature, the birds, the acorns
you find on the ground, the smelI...
-get out and enjoy the fresh air
-the airrs so clean
-you can smell the smoke frorn the
fire
-it was realIy neat, that was the 1st
time ffve ever seen moose, that
smaII, f was so proud of hírn
-eating out over the campfire,
sleeping out, it¡s nice
-wash clothes off the dock in the
open water
-sees the natural world as a
comfortable place in her description
of getting lost at 6 and not being
scared

activities based on tradition
-even the 1ittle kids, they learn
early, family tradition
-enjoys 1ife without electricity,
things she did as a child
-I love kids
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brings her closer to the natural world

-itts the natural beauty. yourre
looking around, itrs tñere, itrs not
been destroyed, or anything. The
beauty of nature is all_ arõund you.
All the sounds you hear are not
things you hear on a daily basis
here.

-I guess you become very cautious
about just leaving garbage laying
around and destroying the naturaÍ
beauty of it.
-in the nice rnoonlit fall-, J_t was
just beautifut doing that
pursuit of freedom -it just helps me feel relaxed and
freedom of choice
just calming down, just to be
working so that ny rnind is off
things.
freedom from
-Bgt when yourre out there, it seems
pressure
like yourre free and therers
nothing that you have to get done
by this time, yourre just free and
freedom of
yourre there to enjoy alot of your
space
freedom"
-But the whole day was spent, Ìike
yourd be in the boat aIl the time
just going out to these spots where
the berries were, and yould go up
on these high eskers and come ¡aó}c
down and have a snack and go back
up and then come home 1ate.
productive
-Ird like to go back to that. With
sel-f -reliant
no running water, nothi_ng. Doing
positive
everything on your own. Hauling
rel-atÍonship
your own water, no taps to turn,
with self
cutting your own wood, there was
always something for you to do and
now things are becoming so easy,
people are getting Ìazier. I would
love to see back the way we vrere.
Thatrs what Ird 1ike. If I could
go back l_5 years down the line and
_1_iv9 th9 way v/e t{ere brought up.
Maybe that's the reason why whän I
retire r want to go back tó tfre
trapline, I guess.
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can be extrinsically motivated

-Thatrs the other thing I enjoy
doing, is berry picking and
stocking up berries for the winter.

positive
relationships
with others

specifically
with farnily

-(the festival) people together
having fun
-they started 1ast year again, you
know the airport, people got
together on Sunday, and they hrere
sliding down from the big niff at
the airport
-the 3 of us and now what h¡erre
dging now is fixing up his room,
the watls ãnd ripping up
llL" tile
$oing
the
and hers always inlofvea in what !,¡erre doing.
-Stevers always taking thern out
hunting and we go together as a
familyr so being together as a
family and learnÍng our way of 1ife
in the past
tradition
-f learned that I guess from my mom.
Shers always done it her wholã
life. I guess thatrs how I got
interested, she used to sit ãown
with me and taught me how to do
beadwork. Thatrs probably where
the interest came.
-He enjoys carrying that on
(hunting) frorn when he was growing
up. Thatrs what he used to do with
his dad.

activities based

on

activities based

on gender

-used to go hunting with Steve but
now itrs the boys turn so she stays
home more
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ÀPPENDIX

D

EXCERPTS FROM RESEARCHER'S JOURNAL/BRÀCKETTNG

I want to do this paper?
Everyone is trying to rr¡slpir native people. They are
quite.capabre of_herping thenselves. wãnting tó h;ip
them is another form of paternalism. rnstead we
shour-d
find out about them, froin thern. Try tã understand
they are and- where they are comirrg iror. f can givewho
them what r have rearnèd and they-"ur ,r=" it ;s Éh"t
wÍsh.
Irlhy do

do f think they are?
r have a rornantic view of native peopre, something based
on the stories r read as r was grãwiirg up. peoplé who
l-ived a pure life, real rife, tíue fréedõn. eeãpre who
love the land and knew of its worth. r know that
this
view is not necessarily reality today. Not sure what
they will be like toaay?
f donrt want to appear like Irm ilstudyingrt them, I want
to learn from.them, r want, thern to shäre their
íir"
experiences with me. why would they want to talk
to me?
Leisure, what is l-eisure? ftrs not time, itf s not
activities -- welr activities happen auríng rãi=ùr",
leisure activities, but it. is moiä th;;
rt's how
you are feeling, itrs what motivates youthat.
to
do
these
activities, it's what makes you nappyi work can be
leisure? !{ork can happen duiing räiåure, it's ari-in
your state of mind.
By finding out what they rike to do -- will that be
their_meaning to r-eisurã? rs reisure
a part of
normal- vocabulary there? By asking what do you the
to
do
is that asking what leisure ís? Then iron l_ike
what
why? üIhat feelings do they get? I{hat do they think to
about when they do these tñingsZ
Who

do you consider work? No work? $Ihat's leisure?
llut
Tirne_when you are satisfied, enjoying 1ife?
Freedom, where does one feel true-frãedom? on the
trails? I{hi1e hunting?
can r do this? r can be so intimidated by native people
because r have put them on a pedestal. Rämenber tïrey
are just people.

t911 people what ilm doing, so many laugh and say
Tlt"l-r
thatts all they know -- reisure ór they
say beer" why
has it come to.this? whv do peopre naie p;"j;ãi¿"="=o
strongly ingrained? Donrt thäy know it's beóause of
white people that the natives have these probrems?
They
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Sunday October

z

Kids setting snares, teens driving for drÍving sake, a
boy using old coffee table for s1éa, big trdrnoñton oílers
fans

"

Questions:

- games
skidooing to get away?
- hunting - what is the big atträction to the outdoors?
feelings
What is l-eisure?
Tuesday October

9

Àt dinner at Hirdars she talked about setting snares
gTogld town, gets in your btood, parents raiéed us
fishing, hunting.
to be ?way from the communÍty, go where the
9g oyt justgood.
fishingrs
william said he hunts, tr.p=, fishes,
because itts good to be thdre, not for a ri-veíinooã or.
j_ob, it'= good to be there. your cabin is wrrãiã-yo,r'ur"
r^¡hen it gets dark. says he'Ir buy a licence uut it they
get caught up in bureaucracy, he goes v¡hen he goes.
Hunt when the anirnars are there. Like the geeãe are
here ín the spring, not in the farl, donrt ñant to go
500 rniles for the geese in geese season in the rair]'
Justice Inquiry -- JJ Harper was blown out
of
proportíon, Betty Lee was not fair.
Willian said a holiday is doing nothing.
Tonight vras a l-eisure experienõe, p"opí" dropping in,
pulling up a chair, starLed with'a- fol ainnei-,-ãíaãä'rrp
serving at least 10.
Friday October L2
Observation: kig? at play ground were hearty,
aggressive, pushing and shòving but
mucñ crying,
qyl-t" daring on equipment, 2 bÍoody not
noses, kids'piáíi"g
with an o1d door frame.
Monday October 15
hlent to womenrs volleyball

night, onÌy men playing, a
few girls in sight but no women.
Quietest volleyball game rrve ever seen, good skirrsr Do
keeping score.
r'rarking home was so quÍet, only sounds of snoh, mobiles,
kids shouting in fun
Tuesday October

16

I think may be arising:
outdoors, nature, wildrife, some kindof attraction....
family, friends, people just dropping by, camaraderi_e
traditionar activities, hunting,-iisñi_nô, berry-picking
work_is positive, werr not work'as in ión uut work as in
gy! firewood, haul water, cook on open-fire....
life in the bush, simple life
Themes
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TÍednesday October Lz
seems that rr/omen have become

less active as Hilda and
Harriet have talked about active parties, basebalr
arl_
summer "
asking what it is like but what do you like about
?t9p
ir?
G-ail- says the flood is an excuse for some people.
What do I want people to say??? Lots of stõriäs.
observation: Lesley and ceoige working on a snowmobile
in the morning theñ the cabiñ rater tñat day. whatever
comes up next?
Ask more about what a day is like? How often do you get
to do the things you reall-y 1ike to do?
ltlow, people have been so accepting! onry ord Robert was
too shy, I hope that was it.
Friday October 19
What am I finding?
Outdoors, everything is outdoors!
So much tradition.
Nature
hlomen and men different activities -- but traditional.
People want to be at the trapline, fishcaf,ps, sinple
1ife.
young rnen? what do they do? Many are going trapping or
working at the schoolr or stuff arounã but therèts- lots
who donrt do much.
Young women would be the same except they have kids to
fill their time.
Sunday October 21

frm in church, singing in Cree, only older women, 4 men,
2 or 3 famil-ies, about 45 people. women visiting
after
around the stove.
Later: kids out snowmobiling l-0:34pm, theyrll be out for
a few more hours until they run oul of gas.
the
kids canrt have jobs yet sã nothing intérferesGuess
with fun.
Tuesday October 23

r getting a true picture? Everyone r tark to says
alot the same, but what about the folks that donrt do
anything, who are drunk, who hang out?

Aln

IÍednesday October 24
Themes that are emerging:

outdoors, natural fun
tradition, grov/ up with it, gotta be there...
something about finding onesélf or whatrs that word
Maslow uses
serf-actuaÌization, looking after
oneself, doing things for oneself...?
outdoors? nature, wildri-fe, wild spaces, freed.om, peace,
quiet, alone?
conpetition vs cooperatj_on -- naaaaa
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beinE together? families, community festival
age? time?
male vs female
Thursday Oct,ober 25

conversation with a consurtant from Frontier: r said
about how the young people don¡t like to leave,
therers
nothing to do here, but-they are drawn back. she
ya. Pyt they gotta go, like in my home town. Thererssaid,
nothing to do so kids reave, itìs a fact of rife.
BUT when they reave they are white, the
is much
the same out there for then. Here it is worrd
very
different,
therers racism, the family structure is diffårà"i, -support is gone, the valuãs in the r¡hite worrd
so
different, tirne is so different. ". shers got to are
see

this!

!

Sunday october 27

fn church again, mostly older r^romen with their
grandchildren, gather around the wood
stove afÈer
waJling in sub.zero temps to church. young boy
just
telling his friend how he shot a ptarrnigan and biought
him down, he must be l_1 or l-Z.
one little guy with his grandma has a fox collar sewed
on his store bought ski jacket, and leather gauntret
type mitts, high top reather bbarl shoes, a iear mix of
cultures "
People laugh somewhat the same, puIl back and make a
sound and some people point with their lips.
Three ord ladies sitting.around laughing ãnd chatting
about going to_ the trapline (Rosie told me what they
hlere talking about) .
lÍednesday October 3O
So looking at a1I this:

-

outdoors seems to run through it all
nature, wil_derness, quiet, peace, freedom
traditional activity
desire to be busy, active
for women, farnilies/kids become very irnportant
older people flood changed alot
work.is enjoyable, most people are happy to be
working, desire to have ã jóU
less activity as time çJoes on, for everyone not just
people, r guess as people read a more sedentary
9]der
life
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September 18, 1991
this study?
- to understand, spend time with, geE to know native
people
- lot everyone can do this so r want to write of what r
learned to inform others
- what good is it?
inform those not living there, can be used by the
people in the community to meet their
own needs
What is leisure to these people, not how it fits into
f^Ihy

current definitions. . .
Still enjoy hunt/gather, more non-work time, some types
of work is leisure...
ÀIcoho1, abuse, sniffing, troubles in the community are
beyond the scope of this study....

